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Abstract
For autonomous operations of mobile robots, three key functionalities are required:
(a) knowledge of the structure of the world in which it operates, (b) abili ty to navigate
to different positions autonomously using path planning algorithms, and (c) ability
to precisely localize itself for the task execution. This thesis will address some of the
issues related to the first and third requirements. The knowledge of the structure of
the environment can be represented in several forms such as: 3D models, 2D wall
plan, 2D plan of landmarks, and position and velocity of moving objects. Efficient
navigation and obstacle avoidance methods are often aided by information about the
structure of the environment in any of t he above forms. At the end of each navigation
task the robot has to execute an assigned task such as pick and place or park. In
most cases these tasks require precise localization of the robot where the degree of
precision requi red depends on the task specification.
Taking these functions into consideration, this thesis addresses the issues of learning the structure of the world by constructing a visual landmark map of static landmarks. Additionally, it provides a solut ion to the precise localization problem of t he
mobile robot using a vision based hybrid controller. On t he subject of the visual
landmark map, th thesis describes a landmark position measurement system using
an integrated laser-camera sensor. The traditional laser range find er can be used to
detect landmarks that are direction invariant in the laser data. T he processe that
are dependent on the presence of directional invariant features such as navigation
and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms will fail to function
in their absence. However, in many instances, it is possible to find a larg r number of
landmarks t hat are visually salient using compu ter vision. The calculation of depth
to a visual feature is non-trivial due to the loss of depth information in the sensor

model. While considering the drawbacks and limitations in laser and camera as a
sensor, this thesis proposes a novel integrat ed sensor method to calculate position of
the visual features. In addition , a comprehensive experimental analysis i presented
to verify the sensor integration method for the EKF based SLAM algori thm.
For effective operation of a robot 's SLAM algorithm, it is necessary to identify
dynamic objects in the environment. In order to achieve this obj ective a novel robust
technique for det ecting moving objects using a laser ranger mounted on a mobile robot
is present d . After initial alignment of two consecut ive laser cans, each laser reading
is segmented and classified according to object type: stationary, non- tationary or
indeterminate. Laser reading segments are then analyzed using an algorithm to maximally recover the moving objects. The proposed algori thm has the abili ty to recover
all possible laser readings that belong to moving obj ects. The developed algorithm is
verified using experimental results in which a walking person is detected by a moving
robot.
Finally, a novel vision-based hybrid controller for parking of mobile robots is proposed . Parking or docking is an essential b havioral uni t for autonomous robots. T he
prop osed hybrid controller is comprised of a discrete event controller to change t he
direction of travel and a pixel error driven proport ional ontroller to gen rate motion commands to achieve t he continuous motion. At th velocity control level, the
robot is driven using a built-in PID control system. The feedback syst m uses image
plane measurements in pixel units to perform image-bas d visual servoing (IBVS).
The constraints imposed due to the nonholonomic nature of the robot and the limited
field of view of the camera are taken into account in designing the IBVS-based controller. The cont roller continuously compares the current view of t he parking station
against t he refer nee view until th desired parking condiLion is achieved. A comprehensive analysis is provided to prove the convergence of the proposed method. On e
11

the proposed parking behaviour is invoked , the robot has the a bility to start from
any arbitrary position to achieve successful parking given that ini tially the parking
station is in Lhe robot's field of view. As the method is purely based on vision the
hybrid controller does not require any position information (or localization) of the
robot.

ing a Pioneer 3AT robot, everal experiments are carried out to validate the

method . Th experimental system has the ability to achieve th parking state and
align laterally within 1 em of the targeL pose.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Mobile robot nav igation

During recent years, mobile robotic research has been expanded to include many
industrial and service applications and the navigation of robots has been studi d
and implemented in a range of applications, such as: navigation in well structur d
buildings such as homes, offices and warehouses; exploration in harsh environments
such as underwater , deserts, abandoned mines, volcanos, battlefields , space; consumer
applications such as robotic vacuum cleaners, lawn mower , golf carts [2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7] . Although robots provide some unique benefits to humans in exploration and
working in harsh environments, in the future robotic applications will b

xpanded to

larg scale environments with multiple robots. Health care applications and servicing
robots in airports are some targeted future applications. In general indoor service
mobile robotic applications, the robot will respond to a user request and navigate in
a dynamic environment, where other moving and unexpected obstacles are nvisaged .
In such a scenario the robot p rforms tasks at specific place , return back to its
parking station , and waits in idle mode until it receives a n w assignm nt. In such
1

a scenario the users can be humans or other robots that may require the service of
a particular robotic agent. When a robot is introduced into an indoor environment
that it has never seen and has no other information such as maps, it requires some
fundamental features and capabilities to be adaptive and also to perform its tasks in a
useful manner. In addition to general automation requirements of a mobile robot, t his
thesis considers the following three groups of major capabilities. These requirem nt
have been identified at a higher level, aside from the requirement of having robust
low-level intelligent controllers of robots maneuvering.
1. Localization and mapping : Robotic mapping is one of th k y capabilit ies

a robot requires to operate in environments when prior information about the
structure of the environment is unavailable. In uch circumstance a robot is
required to explore and acquire information about the structure of t he operating
workspace from a series of sensor measurements collected by the robotic system
or a map. In order to build an accurate map of a relatively large workspace,
the robotic map building process requires an accurate estimat of the robot
pose with respect to its init ial start position or with reference to an already
established map. The latt r process is called self-localization. The mapping
capability removes the requirement of having a pre-built infrastructure for navigation where the robot has the capability to select and choose landmarks or
features for alignment and navigation. This capability is regarded as one of
the important features required in developing an autonomous robot [ ]. In th
absence of a GPS , for operation in indoor , underground or underwater applications, one can integrate th odometry and t ering angle data obtain d from t he
encoders of the wheeled robot to generate discrete localization information for
mapping - the process known as dead reckoning. Usually, accurate odometry

2

data based localization is not p ossible due to associated errors (both deterministic and otherwise) in the sensor data. T hese errors can accumulate due to fin ite
sensor resolution and other errors int roduced by skidding/slipping, kinematical
errors in wheels such as wheel misalignments, wear of wheels or traveling in
uneven terrains [9]. Therefor accurate localization is a challenging issue and as
a result, wit hou t having accurate localization information the robot will be unable to generate a consistent map. Therefore, the two problems, map-building
and self-localization have to be solved simultaneously. Due to this dual nature
of the estimation problem, it is often termed Concurrent Mapping and Localization (CML) or more commonly Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM), a term first coined by Leonard and Durrant-Whyte [10]. SLAM has
been an active research area in mobile robotics since the late 80's and is largely
motivated by the seminal paper on uncertain spatial relationships in robotics
by Smith et al [11]. The Kalman filter based developments later became the
standard method for many SLAM implementations although ther are other
methods available such as expectation maximization [12], scan matching [13]
and genetic algori thms [14] t hat have been devised later for solving Lhe SLAM
problem. Since the Kalman filter based method constructs and updates th
map while providing an estimate of the robot position in a uniform manner
by accommodating sensor uncertainties, this method became the most popular
among SLAM researchers. Alt hough it remains extremely popular to this date,
various drawbacks of the Kalman filt r method, such as linearization errors,
its inability to represent non-gaussian probability distributions of th variables
and compu tational efficiency when building large maps, have been identified.
In order to overcome these drawbacks several variations and n w methods uch
as Sparse Extended Information Filters (SElF) [15] and FastSLAM [16] came
3

into the forefront .
2. Modeling environmental dynamics: General purpose robots that operate
in highly dynamic environments are required to share a common workspace
with other agents. Identification of static objects and accommodating them
into t he existing map can be au tomatically performed in a SLAM filter. An
accurate and complete description of both moving and static object has two key
advantages in mobile robotics. Firstly, it provides information nece ary for the
robot control algorit hm to avoid collisions with those unexpected (unmapped)
obstacles. Rather t han consid ring t hem as static obstacles in each time step, by
detecting and classifying them as dynamic objects, the robot can move efficienLly
and intelligently avoid t hose moving objects through planning ah ad. Secondly,
the identified moving objects can be removed from the robotic mapping proces
in order to genera te an accurate map. Most mapping algorit hms, including
existing SLAM techniques, assume a static environment during the mapping
process. Alt hough this assumption would hold for mapping robots that are
op rating only when t h

nvironment is fre from any moving objects, in mor

g neral applications the robot is required to build and maintain a map of the
environment during its operational lifetime. Such an ass umption ofLen leads to
inconsistencies in t he map and also in the robot localization. After the proper
identification of the sensor data that corresponds to t he moving objects, they
can be removed from the mapping and localization process leading to a more
accurate map. T he static obstacles can be identified using rang

ensors and

avoidance of t h m can be accomplished using techniques such as potential field
met hods in behaviour based control [17]. However, identification of moving
objects by a moving robot is quite a hallenging task. In the past several

4

techniques have been developed using vision [18, 19] and laser ranger [20, 21, 22] .
The primary goal of these moving object detection methods i to identify sensory
data that corresponds to a moving object.
3. Precise alignment of the robot against landmarks: Visual servoing has
been a popular and important research area in both manipulator and mobile
robot control [23, 24] . Use of traditional visual servoing methods is more challenging due to the varying types of mobile robot platform and the l s er number
of degrees of freedoms as compared to manipulators. The typical service robot
performs a variety of tasks, such as material handling, where t he robot is required to align itself to a specific configuration to accomplish the assigned tasks.
In another application, the robot can navigate while aligning its lf with respect
to a set of specific features observed by the robot. Wall following [17] and optical guidance [25] are typical examples where robots are required to align during
navigation . These locations are usually identified by some special landmarks,
such as the target object or artificial landmarks placed by the user. Generally,
these landmarks are arbitrarily placed without any referenc to the robot's internal map and can be changed by users at any time. During its operation when
the robot is in the vicinity of the landmark, it should be able to identify t he
landmark as well as align itself so that it will be able carry out the intended
function. Computer vision can be easily adapted to id ntify visually distinct
objects or landmarks. In case of robot alignment , the robot controller has to
overcome the nonholonomic constraints of the robot and th field of the view
constraints of the camera. Most vision based solutions to the robot alignment
problem can be categorized into: conventional controllers with smooth velocity
control [26 , 27] and hybrid controllers [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Oth r controllers us-
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ing intelligent techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural networks [33, 34, 35, 36]
show improved performances. However , generally t hey have to be trained on
each landmark before they can be deployed.
All these tasks primarily depend on sensory information for their operation. Additionally, each of t hose tasks can mut ually benefit from each other. As an example the
landmarks on the detected moving objects can be removed from t he mapping process
yielding more accurate maps. Therefore, this research will focus on the development
of efficient methods for unified localization and mapping and moving object detection
to better ut iliz the sharable information between modules rath r than each mod ule
operating on its own and collaborating at a higher level. Additionally, this t hesis
describes an accurate and highly adaptable robot alignment algorithm.

1.2

Problem statement

Variou types of sensors are being used and researched in mobil robotics. It has
been well established that autonomous operation of a general purpose service robot
requires several types of sensor modalities. T hus, by using a more distributed and
integrated multi sensor approach rather t han a single sensor fo r each task, the performance of each task can be further enhanced resulting in an efficient utilization of the
onboard r sources and improved performance. In t his thesis several e sential aspects
of indoor autonomous robotics are explored and discussed leading to contributions in
each aspect in improving performance while mi tigating some drawbacks of previous
methods.
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1.2.1

Case for multi-sensor simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)

Accurate localization and map building are ssential tasks for autonomous operation
of mobile robots. These operations take on xtra significance when a robot is in troduced into a new environment where it doesn 't have any prior information . In such
cases the robot essentially starts with a blank memory. As the robot explores and
navigates in a new environment it will gradually build the map and localize itself
against the newly created map. In subsequent revisits to a previously mapped area
of the environment , the robot can update the map to reflect any chang s to the map
since the time it was last built. Additionally, the robot can refine the map for better accuracy and fidelity when it revisits an already m apped area. Localization and
mapping has been an extremely active field of research in mobile robotics during the
last decade. Hence there are numerous techniques for map building and localization .
Among them landmark based methods have been the most widely explored .
Various types of sensors such as laser range scanners [37], millimeter wave radar
[38], sonar [39] and cameras [40, 41] have been used in landmark based SLAM implementat ions. Due to the high degree of precision offered by the the laser range
scanner [42], it is th most popular sensor that is used in ma jority of the repor ted
SLAM methods. However , in most indoor environments, finding an adequate number
of landmarks using a laser range scanner is difficult and sometimes impossible. IL
is known that computer vision provides a rich et of visual information about the
robot's environment that can be used to identify visually salient landmarks (e.g. corner features [43 , 44], lines [45], tc.). Howev r , most reported results in vision based
SLAM sufi'er from several drawbacks, which include (1) th requirement of a large
number of landmarks [46, 47], (2) use of specific visual patterns [48, 40], and (3) small
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scale navigation (or camera movement) [46] . However, in real world scenarios these
conditions are rarely satisfied as robots are required to navigate long distances and
sometimes in areas where there are a low number of recognizable landmarks. The
main drawback in vision based landmark localization is the large uncertainties associated with vision based measurement of landmark positions. This is primarily du
to the los of depth information in the sensing model. The alternative solution is to
fuse information from laser and vision sensors. Although fusion of information in t he
cartesian space in existing mult i sensor methods [1] improves the number as well as
quality of the detected landmarks, this does not include all the sali nt visual landmarks but only those which are supported by laser data. However through effective
integration of both vision and laser sensor calibration the complementary propertie
of both sensors can be exploited to localize the landmarks more accurately and build
a map that is rich in landmarks.

1.2.2

Case for moving object detection

Robots usually operate in dynamic environments with humans and other robots moving around. Thus, in mobile robot navigation the dynamic nature of the environment
has to be considered in path planning and navigation algorithms. Additionally, when
the robot needs to map the environment, the sensory data corresponding to the moving objects have to be removed from the mapping proce s. Thus, in order Lo support
path planning and mapping in dynamic environments it is important to have robust
moving obj ct detection capability built into the robot. Additionally, th moving
object detection can support new functionality such as following a moving object or
monitoring a moving object. Most of the existing moving object d t ction methods [49, 50, 20 , 21, 22, 51, 52, 53] use scan registration of time elap ed laser data
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prior to analyzing the differences between the respective laser scans. While most of
these methods are developed as general moving object trackers, some are explicitly
treated as moving people detectors and employ special properties that are relat d
to properties of scans related to moving people. One key problem in moving obje t
detection in registered scan data is that, when the laser data is highly contaminated
with data from moving objects, most conventional registration methods [13] would
fail to register the scans accurately. This low precision in registration will lead to
highly erroneous moving obj ect detection, i.e. the accuracy of the moving object
detection method is as good as the accuracy of the laser scan registration algorithm.
Additionally, most moving object trackers do not employ techniques to capture the
complete moving objects [51, 53, 22]. This would normally lead trackers to wrongly
classify moving objects and further, when incomplete, to locate them at an erroneous
position. Therefore, any laser based moving object tracker has to accomplish th
following:
1. It should be able to detect moving objects in highly cluttered

nvironments.

In most highly cluttered environments, moving objects are typically humans
sharing the same workspac as the robot. T herefore the algorithm should be
able to detect randomly moving nonuniform objects.
2. It should b able to extract all sensor data corresponding to each moving object.
Through the correct identification of all the data, while it is possible to support the first condition it will also be able to support the stationary landmark
detection for SLAM.
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1.2.3

Case for visual servoing of mobile robots

In general vision based robot control [23, 24], the robot is controlled using the difference (error) between the measured or estimated values and the desired value. In visual
servoing these quantities are either directly expressed in image plan coordinates or
calculated or estimated using measurements made in image plane coordinates, usually in cartesian coordinates. Hence, visual ervoing can be categorized as either
direct image-based visual servoing (IBVS), when the errors are expressed in image
plane units (usually in pixels) ; or position-based visual servoing (PBVS) when the
errors are express d in cartesian coordinates . In PBVS , as the error quantities arc
expressed in cartesian coordinates, traditional path planning and control techniques
can be used to achieve the control objectives. However , in PBVS methods the error
has to be calculated from the image plane quantities through coordinate transformations. It is well known that these coordinate transformations usually introduce errors
due to calibration errors. Due to this reason the IBVS method is popular as a more
robust and flexible control technique.
Differentially driven mobile robots have nonholonomic constraints [24, 54]; i.e.
a robot cannot move sideways. Further, the limited field of view in vision system
generally imposes an additional constraint on the control law. Thus, image based
visual servoing of mobile robots is a challenging task given the limi ted number of
degrees of freedom (usually two) and the limited field-of-view available in the vision
system. For nonholonomic robots visual servoing can be applied for path following
[25, 55, 56] or it can be used to align the robot with a given pose. In vi ion based
robot alignment techniques, the robot is aligned against a fixed set off atur s, so that
the robot will satisfy a predefined cont rol objective [28, 31 J. Robot parking controll r
generally belong to either conventional smoot h controllers or hybrid controllers. In
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conventional controllers [26, 27] the robot is aligned to a et of features een by the
camera using smooth control of robot velocity. Hybrid controllers for vision based
robot control [28, 29, 30, 31 , 32] allow the robot velocities to be controlled in a
discontinuous manner. In hybrid controller , a fini te state machine is u ed to define
a set of states to reflect multiple operational ontexts in a robotic task.
The typical issues in the continuous controllers include: the convergence of the
solutions when starting from an arbitrary robot pose [26], and the inability to obtain
a unique final position [27]. Some improvements have been reported in vision-bas d
parking control! rs using intelligent control techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural
networks [33, 34, 35, 36]. Generally, fuzzy logic and neural network based controll rs
perform satisfactorily, but they do not guarantee convergence. Hybrid cont roller
equipped with a state machine have different control algorithms for each state. Hence,
multiple switching control algorithms give rise to discontinuous control of the robot
velocities. Most vision based hybrid controllers [28, 29, 30, 31 , 32] use this property
to overcome nonholonomic and fi ld of view constraints [54] of the system. Therefore
in this r search hybrid control strategy was chosen in the design of a new parking
controller. Lyapunov techniques [57] have been widely adopted in hybrid closed-loop
parking controllers [28, 29, 30, 32]. Limitations of the past hybrid m thods include:
the rapid switching behaviour around the parking position (zeno behaviour) [28, 31];
partial utilization of the available field of view of the camera [32, 31]; and not explicitly
addressing the field of view constraints of the camera [29, 30].

1.3

R esearch obj ectives

The main focus of this research is to develop a multisensor simultaneous localization
and mapping technique and other necessary functions for moving object detection
11

and visual servoing.
Objective I : Simultaneous localization and mappmg: to develop a multisensor
SLAM implementation that exploits the ability of the computer vision to reliably detect landmarks and the accuracy of the laser scann r to measure th
range to the detected landmarks.
Objective II: Moving obj ect detection: to identify complete moving objects in the
environment using a laser range scanner mounted on a moving robot.
Objective I II: Visual servoing of mobile robots: to develop a hybrid controller
for visual servoing with ability to efficiently overcome the nonholonomic nature
of the robot and t he constraints imposed by the limi ted field of view of the
off-the-shelf cameras.

1.4

Contributions of the thesis

The resulting contributions of t his the i can be highlighted as follows:
1. La r ge scale multi- sen sor SLAM: T he large scale landmark based EKF

based SLAM was developed by fusing data from a monocular vision system
and laser range scanner.

The camera images are used to d teet the visual

landmarks and then the laser range scanner is used to measure the range to t he
detected landmarks. The proposed landmark detection method , while providing
a higher number of landmarks, will enable high repeatability in the detection
of landmarks in the presence of sensor noise.
2. Moving object d etection : A novel moving object detection algorithm was
developed using the segmentation of laser range data. T he algorithm first registers two subsequent laser scans and then segment the can data. Finally,
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t he laser scan egments will be classified into three categories: moving objects,
stationary objects, or indeterminate.
3. Hybrid controller for image based visual servoing of a mobile robot:
A novel image based visual servoing method was d veloped to control nonholonomic mobile robots against a set a visual features. The propo d control! r
avoids the oscillatory behavior (zeno b havior) that is exhibited by the traditional controllers while int lligently adapting the controller param ters for t h
maximum use of t he available field of view.

1.5

T hesis organization

Chapter 1 highlights the main areas of research in mobile robotics and associated
issues. This chapter also provides a list of issues that is addressed in this thesis and
its cont ributions. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the SLAM problem and t he
state of the art solution that has been proposed to solve the problem. Additionally
chapter 2 highlights some of the areas of the SLAM that can be improved using
multisensor implementations for landmark and moving object detection. Chapter
3 details the proposed multisensor landmark detection and localization method for
SLAM. Chapter 4 provides the details of t he moving object detection algorithm that
can be used to identify moving obj cts. This type of moving object identification
can be used to improve the robustness of SLAM through the elimination of the nonstationary components of the map. In almost ev ry SLAM implementation the final
robot position and map estimates will have some bounded uncertainty. Chapter 5
introduces a visual servoing method for a nonholonomic mobile robot that can be used
to achieve accurate positioning using additional visual features and thu overcome the
bound d uncertainty of the localization in SLAM. Chapter 6 draws t he conclusions
13

of this research and discusses future directions.
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Chapter 2
Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) and Related
Issues
In autonomous robot navigation , localization or the question "where am I?", with
respect to a priori map is a fundamental, well known, and widely studied problem.
Direct calculation of the position of the robot from odometry data is highly susceptible
to sensor noise and unpredictable movements such as slippage of the robot. Thes
errors accumulate over time and can very quickly render the calculated position of
the robot useless. Thus, in order to reliably localize a robot, an accurate map of
the environment should be used as the refer nc . A map representing the robot's
workspace can take many difi'erent forms, such as: 2D line map, landmark position
map, view (appearance) map etc. Robot localization become a challenging task wh n
the map of the operating area is (1) completely unknown, (2) partially known, or (3)
if the robot is operating in a highly dynamic environment with many moving objects.
Thus it i essential for the robot to have sufficient ability to map th environment
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robustly by itself. This is more important as it enables the robot to operate in new
workspaces without any human intervention, thus allowing for greater fl exibility in
their deployment. In order to build a map from sensor data acquired at different poses
in the workspace, the robot should have a r liable knowledge about the differenc
between relative poses of the robot at which the sensor readings are taken. This is
essentially the relative localization problem. However in order to solve the mapping
problem the localization problem is also required to be solved simultaneously usjng
the current up to date map. This dual problem is widely known in robotics re earch as
the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem or concurrent mapping
and localization (CML).
SLAM has been addressed using many differ nt algorithms as di cu sed later in
this chapter. There are some characteristics of the problem that have to be addressed
by any algorithm in order for it to be useful.
Nonlinearity of the robot mode l Most mobile robot models used today (e.g. umcycle model) are inherently non-linear. Therefore the estimation frameworks
that a re used for linear systems such as the Kalman fi lter have limitations in
solving the SLAM problem. Usually the robot model is linearized at the current pos , and velocities or other techniques such as sample based methods (e.g.
particle filter) that can handle the nonlinearities have to be used.
Noisy sensors Sensor measurements are inherently noisy. Some sensors are noisier
than others and even the same type of sensors from different manufacturers or
units in the same batch may show different noise levels. Therefor the key issue
in addressing the sensor noise is the development of a reliabl statistical model
of the sen or that represents a wide spectrum of noise processes.
Data association When a sensor reading is taken, the robot will identify landmarks
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or other key features from s nsor data. In the subsequent sensor readings with
the arne field of view, the same objects will be visible. The SLAM algorithm
should be able to associate the same objects that were seen in two sensor readings as t he same features and establish th ir corr spondences by assigning a
unique identity. This is of primary importance, because without the correspondence the SLAM process will risk initializing new features in the map when in
essence they are the same features already in t he map.

Loop closing Loop closing is a problem closely related to data association but at a
more global level. When a robot revisits an area t hat it has seen before, it hould
hav the capability to idenLify the corresponding featur s and e t imate Lhe pose
of the robot correctly. Loop closing in most SLAM methods is an inherently
built- in property, but there are other methods that explicitly addr ss the loop
closing problem [58].

Consistency Consistency 1s an important statistical property that is required to
maintain the quality of the map. In principle the uncertainty estimate of the
map and robot pose (or path) should represent the actual stati tical uncertainty.
It has been observed that due to many assump tions including the inaccurat

linearization models, the SLAM algorithm may fail to produce consistent results
in longer robot runs [59, 60].

Scalability In most indoor environments the robot will explore a r latively small
area. The size of the areas that robots should map can vary from ingle room
to whole floors of large buildings or warehouses. Moreover, in outdoor applications such as in exploration, the size of t he mapping environment can grow
without any bounds. The most common method used to efficiently map large
environments is to build smaller sub maps and merge them together at sui table
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intervals [61] .
The characteristics listed above provide metrics to compare and contrast SLAM
algorithms and evaluate new methods. The most commonly used method in SLAM,
the extended Kalman fil ter (EKF) will be discussed in detail in this chapter. A
discussion of the methods used for evaluating consistency in EKF based SLAM is
followed by a discussion of other alternative solutions to SLAM, emphasizing the
additional key advances t hat those methods bring in over the EKF based SLAM.
SLAM is widely researched area. There is a large body of literature that discusses
various aspects of the problem ranging from sensors to algorit hms. In this chapter
only the key contributions in the SLAM are highlighted along with some important
descriptions of current state of the art applications. First in the processing section ,
notation and the key relationships between different coordinate frames are described.

2.1

Preliminaries

In order to facilitate the formulation of EKF based SLAM formulation, the following
key definitions are introduced. They include the robot model and sensor model along
with the relationship between coordinate systems.

2.1.1

Coordinate systems and transformations

Figure 2.1 shows t he relative coordinate frames that are used in the mobile robot
mapping and localization. In the Figure 2. 1 t he frames < i > and < j > represent
the world and robot coordinate frames respectively. The frame < l > is the landmark
frame. When a landmark is represented as a single point then this representation
will become redundant. However, the notation will be used for completeness. If the
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landmark represents a complex object, such as a line or a composite of lines, then t he
representation in frame < l > can be used to describe its location and orientation.

Yt')d:Xt
.

Y·I

. _
/

/

/

/

-< I> Landmark

'

,-/''

/

e1,

.

X1·

/ r

Yij

< i > World

Figure 2.1: Coordinate frame labeling and corresponding notations.
In the proceeding section the formulation of the unc rtain spatial relationship
that is commonly used in mobile robotics is discussed. These relationships are r ported in the EKF based SLAM algorithm description in Smith et a! [11]. Also it
is important to note that all t he state variables, x , discussed hereafter can generally
have arbitrarily complex probability distribu tions.
Let "Xij be the spatial relationship between coordinate frames i and j, which is
described by the vector

[xij Y i j eij

]r. The covariance matrix of X i j is denoted as

Bx,J

which is a 3 x 3 matrix.

Com pounding relationship (11 J
The landmarks in the environment are first observed in the robot coordinate fram e.
The fin al map, however , is constructed in a world coordinate frame. T herefore, in
order to realize a correct representation in the world coordinate frame, measured
landmark positions and their uncertainty ar

compounded with the robot position

and with associated uncertainty of the robot position. The
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X ij,

relationship between

frame i and j can be compounded with

x il

X jl

using:

Xjl

cos ()ij

Xjl

sin ()ij

= X ij EB X j l =

- Y il

sin ()ij

+ Xij
(2.1)

+ Y il cos ()ij + Yii
() . + ()lJ
t]

where EB is the compounding operator. The mean of the compounding operation
can be represented as the compounding between two means.

(2.2)
Since the compounding relationship is nonlinear, the equation is approximated
with first order Taylor series approximation. Similarly, first order approximation of
the covariance of the compounding relationship can be expressed as:

(2.3)

where the Jacobian of the compounding operation is defined by:

1 0 -

(Y il - Y ii)

cos ()ij

-

sin ()ij 0

0 1

(xil- Xij)

sin ()ij

cos ()ij

0

0 0

1

0

0

1

(2.4)

In some practical situations the two spatial relationships ar independent of each
other

(~x;, xi 1

= 0) e.g. the landmark observations and their uncertainty is inde-

pendent of the robot pose and its uncertainty. In such cases the covariance can be
expressed as:
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(2.5)
where \7 1EB and \7 2EB are the left and right hand side of \7 EB , respectively.

Inverse relationship [11]
The useful relationship is used to map the inverse of a relationship. For example,
rather than describing the robot pose with respect to the world frame, the world
frame can be described with respect to the robot frame. Therefore the inverse of Xij
is expressed as:

(2.6)

X ji = 8 (Xij) =

where

e

is the inverse operator. Similar the compounding operator, the mean of

the inverse can be expressed as:

(2.7)
The first order covariance estimate can be calculated by:

(2.8)
where the Jacobian of the inverse operation, \7 e is expressed as:

-cos ei1 -sin eij
\7

9

= 8(x1i) =
a(x i1 )

Y1i

sin eij

-cos eij

-Xji

0

0

- 1
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(2.9)

Composite r e lationships [1 1 J
The two primary operators (compounding and inverse) can now be used to d fine
other us ful composite relationships. One such useful relationship is the tail to tail
relationship. When a robot navigates in the environment, it will have to p erform
path planning for obstacle avoidance. The obstacles are generally represented in the
map with respect to the world frame,

x il

and it is effi cient to represent those objects

in the map with resp ct to the robot frame, x 11 , using the inverse of the robot pose
estimate

x ij .

(2. 10)

and the first order approximation of the mean and covariance can be asily cal ulated from the corresponding equations of the compounding and the inv rse relationships.

2.1.2

Mobile robot and sensor model

Although mobile robots can have a large variety of models, the differentially driven
robot model is most commonly used in robotic research. This is specially the cas
for robots destined for indoor operation. The differentially dri ven robot can be easily
and accurately modeled using the unicycle model.

Syst em m odel
A robot model is us d to transform the robot pose from xr(k) to xr(k

+ 1)

usmg

the measured velocity inputs [v(k), w(k)] during 6.t, wher ·(k) denotes the value of
any quantity at t he end of k-th time step. This transformation can be written in a
general form:
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Xr(k

+ 1) = f (xr(k),

(2. 11)

v(k), w(k)),

which can be expanded to

t:.tw(k) )

Xr(k

+ 1)

Xr(k) + b:.tv(k) COS ( Br(k) +

Yr(k

+ 1)

Yr(k)

)
+ t:.tv(k) sin ( fJr(k) + t:.tw(k)
2

(2. 13)

Br(k + 1)

Br(k)

+ b:.tw(k) .

(2. 14)

2

(2. 12)

The current covariance of t he robot pose Er(k) can be propagated through the
robot model quations to the covariance of the robot after the velocity command v(k)
and w(k) during t:.t, Er( k + 1). The equations for the propagation of t he uncertainty
in the odom try measurements through the robot model are dis usscd in the next
section. The robot model .f(.) can b expanded to accommodate th augm nted state
vector by including the landmark locations in f( .). Since landmarks ar considered
stationary, th landmark model is a tationary process whi h for i-th landmark i
simply:

xi (k + 1)

xi(k)

Yi.(k + 1)

Yi (k).

Measure m ent model

Range and b aring measurements to a landmark is t he most commonly u ed sensor
model. In orne cases (mostly comput r vision based techniques) a bearing only
model i al o employed. T he nonlinear observation model for th i- th landmark , h i
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can be expressed as:

(2. 15)

where ri and ei can be calculated using:

e. = arctan(y· - yr, X · t

t

t

X r) -

I

+ (Yi- Yr)) 2

(2.16)

er, B· E [-~2' ~]
2

(2.17)

ri =((xi- Xr)

t

where xi and Yi are the landmark position xpressed in the world frame and Xr,
Yr and Br describe the robot pose in the world frame.

2.2

SLAM Formulations

There are numerous popular SLAM implementations where the localization objective
of all algorithms remains the same, i.e. to ob tain the best

timate for the vehicl

pose Xr, Yr and Br in the world frame with respect to the initial starting position. The
mapping methods differ from each other based on the representation used in building
the map. They are (1) landmark based maps, (2) maps based on direct sensor data,
and (3) occupancy grid based maps. In type (1) the features in the environment
are identified as landmarks and their positions and uncertainties in the positions ar
calculated from the raw sensor data. Thi information is u ed in SLAM to build
a map of landmark . In type (2) representation, direct sensor data are used for
SLAM without any intermediate representations. The map built by incremental laser
scan registration is an example of type (2) r presentation . Type (3) repres ntation
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segments the environment into a finite number of regularly shap d blocks. Using
sensor data, the occupancy of these blocks that make up the environment can be
probabilistically inferred. All three types of representations have been popular in
SLAM, and specifically, the landmark based mapping method has be n widely u d.
The following section characterizes the SLAM problem in a generic way.

2.2.1

SLAM Problem

The algorithms in SLAM can be broadly categorized into online and full SLAM
problems. Online SLAM problem can be defined as the concurrent estimation of the
current robot pose and the map of the environment using all past control inputs and
measurements. The probability of the estimated current robot position, xr(k) and
map, M can be expressed as:

p(xr(k) , M[Z(1 : k) , U( 1 : k))

(2. 1 )

where, Z(1 : k) and U(1 : k) represent all the sensor data and Lhe measurement
data history of the robot.

In contrast, the full SLAM problem is defined as the

estimation of the map along with the complete pose history (path), xr(1 : k) of the
robot which can be probabilistically expressed as:

p(xr( 1 : k), M[Z( 1 : k), U(1 : k)) .

(2.19)

aturally the full SLAM is a much more difficult estimation problem than th
online version , due to its high dimensionality of the parameter space and th d ata association problem , with a large number of po e-feature associations. For these reasons
the online SLAM problem has been explored more than its counterpart. Therefor
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the algorithms developed in this thesis focus on using the online approach to the
SLAM problem. The most popular algorithm for t he online SLAM problem is the
extended Kalman filter. In the next section the general formulation of th Kalman
filter based solution to the online SLAM problem is explained.

2.2.2

Extended Kalman filter solution

The Extended Kalman filter (EKF) [62] has been widely used in solving the SLAM
problem since t he pioneering work by Smith et a! [11] . In the EKF based solution th
information from sensors are integrated iuLo a single covariance matrix. The state
vector of t he fil ter represents t he current estimate of t he robot pos and the landmark
posit ions. Although robot pose history can be maintained in the state vector, in mosL
implementations the current robot pose is kept in the state vector by updating the
previous st ate. To start the discussion on EKF based SLAM algorithm , the state
vector and covariance matrix are defined.

State vector and covariance matrix
State vector with N landmarks can be defined as:

(2.20)
where Xr(k) (= [ Xr Yr Br

JT)

is the robot pose and x i(k) (= [ Xi Yi

JT)

is the

position of th i-th landmark in the world frame at time k.
The covariance matrix of the state vector 2:: (k) is composed of t he covariance of
vehicle pose, I:rr (k), covariance of t he map , I:mm ( k) and cross covariance between
vehicle pose and map, I:rm(k) and can be expressed as:
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(2.21)

Prediction
The Kalman filter has three steps: prediction, observation and update [3 , 63]. According to t he genera l notation in the Ka lman filter, x -(k) and x +(k) are predicted
and updated estimates of the state vector , resp ectively. L;-(k),

+(k) an d W (k) are

priori covarian ce matrix, posteriori covariance matrix and Kalman gain, respectiv ly.
R obot po e after a time interva l is predicted using (2. 12) and the r st of t he
stat e vector remains unchanged (as features remain stationary in the world fra me) .
The cova riance matrix can b e updated by t he new informat ion by propagating t he
previous covariance matrix through the system mod el and adding the contribu tion
of the uncer tainty from the odometry readings using t he fir t order linearization of
(2.12). The covariance of the predicted state, I;- (k) can b e calculated by [63]:

(2.22)
where L:u = diag [cr~ cr~ ] is the covariance m atrix of the measurement noise in the
odometry data. The matrix L:u can b e considered diagonal assuming t hat v and w
are indep endent measurements. The J acobians V xf(k) and V uf(k) are defined as:

o.f

\l xf (k)

(2.23)

&x

of

'Vuf(k )

o{v,w}"

T he J acobians 'Vxf(k) and 'Vuf(k) can b
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(2.24)

r presented m Lhe following matrix

form:
O[r
D{xr,Yr,Or}

\1 xf(k)
[

(2.25)

Omr

[~]
o{v,w}

.

(2.26)

Omx2

Therefore, I;- ( k) can be efficient ly implemented by

(2.27)

wh

re Fx =

o[r

n{ Xr

u

Y1· 1 8r

1

}

an d

D

~

r u = un{V,W } .

Observation and update

When the robot 's sensors detect a landmark it can be eith r a landmark that has
been perceived by t he robot previously and has been included in the state vector , or
a new landmark encountered by the robot, that will be added to the state vector. In
the lat ter case, it is required that the landmark should b initialized into t he filter.
The initialization procedure is described in the next section. In t he former case, the
new information should be integrated into the fil ter by updating the system. First,
using (2. 15) , predicted observa tions z(k) of the landmarks are calculated using the
predicted tate vector. The innovation, which is t he error in the exp cted observation
and innovation covariance matrix can be calculated from:
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(2.28)

((k)

z(k) - z(k)

S(k)

'Vxhi(k) ~-(k)'Vx hf( k)

+ R (k )

(2. 29)

where R(k ) is the measurement covariance matrix; and J acobian \1 xhi(k) can be
calculated using:

Ll.x

d

-~

~X
Ll.x
d.'2

• •.

j

(2.30)

.. .

Finally, the estima ted position of the robot and the feature locations are updated
using:

x- (k) + W (k) ((k)

(2.31)

~- ( k)- W (k) S(k) w r( k)

(2.32)

Map management (63]

During exploration of the environment the robot observes new landmarks and they
are added to the st ate vector, and consequently the state covariance ma trix will b
updated accordingly. Similarly when a landmark is no longer observable or deemed
not worthy of maintaining in the map, it will be removed from t he state vector by
the removal of the corresponding elements in the st ate vector and corresponding rows
and columns in the st ate covariance matrix.
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The newly observed landmark, zi can be augmented into the state vector x (k)
using:

(2.33)

matrix is first augmented with the measurement covariance.

~*(k) =

~rr(k)

~rm(k)

0

~'f.'m(k)

~mm(k)

0

0

0

(2.34)

Since the true covariance of the new landmark depends on the vehicle pose covariance, it is important to update the augmented state covariance matrix ~*(k) by
propagating it through the system model for a new landmark, zi ·

(2.35)

where J acobian \1 xa Zi is given by:

0

0

(2.36)

where,

(2.37)
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and

(2.38)

Due to the sparse nature of \7 xaZi the L:a(k ) can be implemented more effi cient ly
using:

L;rr (k) (\7 Xrgi)T
L:'!m(k)

L:'!m (k) (\7 Xr9i)T

L:mm(k)

(\7 Xr9i)L:rr (k ) (\7 xr9·i) I:rm( k) (\7 Xr9i) L:rr (k ) (\7 Xrgi)T + (\7 z,9i)L;z (k) (\7 z,9i)T
(2.39)
When a landmark is no longer observable by the robot it can be removed from
the state vector by deleting the corresponding elements and can b e removed from
the state covariance mat rix by simply deleting the corresponding rows and columns.
If and unobservable landmark is not removed it will remain the map without any

effect to the overall map but it will act as a unnecessary phantom landmark in path
planning.

Data Association
When t he robot makes an observation of a landmark, one of two things can be true.
It can either be a landmark t hat the robot has seen previously and which has been
already integrated into the map , or it is a new landmark t hat is suitable for inclusion
in the map. The latt er case is related to the map management. In the fo rmer cas
the corresponding landmark in the map is required to be identified before the update.
This correspondence identification problem is commonly known as the data association in SLAM. The most common aspects of a landmark used in data association are
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its global position in the map together with t he uncertainty bounds of the current
estimate, the appearance of t he landmark, and its posit ion in the layout of a set of
landmarks. The appearance based method requires addi tional information about the
landmark, such as extra features indicating its uniqueness. Computer vision based
methods often augment this additional information in their data association as a
landmark can be easily characterized by its visual appearance [64] .
The most common method for data association is the global near st neighbor

(GNN) [65] which, is also known as individual compatibility nearest neighbor (ICNN)
[66]. The current landmark is associated wit h the i-th landmark if the fo llowing condit ion based on the Mahalanobis distance holds:

(2.40)
where Dis the Mahalanobis distanc between t he measured feature and i-th landmark in the map, z is the current measurement, i is th estimated measurement, and
L:i is the covariance matrix of the i-th landmark all in the robot frame. The te t

condition is often chos n to be a gate G of suitable value whil other works pref r
to use x~,a- where d

= dim(z) and a is the confidence level. The main difference

between a simple gating test against t he chi-squared test is that the former off rs
greater flexibility. The nearest neighbor method can be successfully applied under
the following conditions. (1) The global uncertainty of the robot is relatively maller
than the distance between the closest landmark pair and (2) th sensor in the robot
has an adequately low level of noise such t hat there won 't be an excessively high
number of spurious landmark observations.
When above conditions do not hold true, especially t he first condit ion , where it
can give rise to a single observation being associated with two or more landmarks, a
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more sophisticated data association method has to be used. T he joint compatibiliLy

(JC)[66] can be used to test the consistency of the landmark-observation associations.
A tree based search method based on J C known as joint compatibility branch and
bound (JCBB) [61] is used to exploit t he information in the layout of the landmarks
present in the map . In JCBB , each observation is tested for individual compatibility

(IC) against each landmark. Once it passes the IC test, the observation is tested
for joint compatibility between all the associated landmarks-measurement pairs stablished thus far. Both IC and J C based m thods take the hard-data association
decisions where they are not allowed to revers or be discarded in the future, even if
there is any new and more convincing evidence.

ew evidence can be incorporaLed

by expanding the search for associations in t ime (across multiple sensor fram ).
Multi-dimensional assignment (MDA) based t chnique has been used to achiev this
objective [37]. Other techniques in SLAM, such as in FastSLAM [16, 67] (describ d
in more detail in section 2.2.3) maintain multiple hypotheses fo r the robot path . Each
of thes paths also maintains a data association hypothesis on its own, yield ing an
implicit multi hypothesis scena rio for data as ociation. When the path does not fiL
the current state of observations (through wrong data association or otherwise) it has
a higher chance of being discarded in the resampling stage.

Consistency Analysis
In EKF based SLAM , consistency of t he filter is one very important consideration.
T his is mainly due to many assumptions that have been made during the formulation
of t he filter. P ractically, once t he filter becomes inconsistent it becom s worthless Lo
cont inue any furt her as t he constructed map is bound to become highly inaccuraLe.
Generally the fi lter is said to be inconsistent if t he current e timate is overly optimistic
(i.e. the statistics of the filter repr ent the system as having a lower uncertainty than
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is the actual case). Consistency i especially important in data association and loop
closing. Basic criteria for a consistent filter ar [65]:
1. The state error should have a zero mean and have a magnitude t hat is within

the acceptabl limits of the covariance as calculated by the filter.
2. Innovations should also follow the first cri teria.

3. Innovations should be acceptable as white.
The first and s cond criteria can be formally expressed as:

E[x(k)- x +(k)] = 0 and
E [z(k) - z(k)]

=

(kik) ;:::: l::(k)

(2.41)

0 and S(kik) ;:::: S(k)

(2.42)

where l:(kik) is the current stimated covariance and l::(k) is the t rue covariance.
The ideal condition is when the estimated covariance is equal to the tru covarianc .
When the estimated covariance is greater than the true values t hen the filter can be
characterized as conservative. When the estimated covariance values are less than t he
true values the filter becomes optimistic and the magnitude of t he system error runs
the risk of xce ding t he covaria nce bounds. The first criterion can only be tested for
simulated filters when the true value of th estimated variables is available, while the
second and t hird can be tested for real fil ter e t imates.
Following are the commonly used methods for testing the consistency of the filter
[65]:
1. Normalized estimation error quared (NEES) te t: The

as:
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EES E(k) is defin d

E(k)

= (x(k)- x(kjk))TI;kt~(x(k)- x(k jk)).

(2.43)

Under the assumption that the filter is consistent and linear-gaussian, c:(k) is chisquare distributed with dim(x 1,:) degrees of freedom [65]. Therefore the averag
value for E(k) will be equal to t he dim(xk). For a simulated filter a Monte Carlo
test with N robot runs can be used to calculate the average value of E(k) by

1 N

f:(k) = N

L E(k) .

(2.44)

i= l

Then the mean of the N£(k) has a chi-squared distribution with a mean of

Ndim(xk)· For the Monte Carlo tests a two sided test for the 95% probability
region can be carried out to evaluate the consistency. If the average NEES is
higher than the upper bound of the confidence interval t hen t he fitter is highly
optimistic. Although the lower bound does not have a ny significance relating
to consistency it can be used to test the conservativeness of t he filter.
2. Normalized mean estimation error (NMEE) test: If th ere is a large bias in
the estimation error t hen the

EES value will also be higher. Therefore if the

average NEES test fails it is customary to test the mean estimation error of the
j-th component of the state vector for N robot runs using:

(2.45)

The average

MEE, x1 (k) should ideally have a N(O, 1/N) distribution. There-

fore the t he value x1 (k) can be easily tested to lie within the 95% confid nee
bounds.
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3. Normalized innovation squared (NIS) te t: Similar to the average

EES t t,

if the filter is consistent t he normalized innovation squared:

Ev(k)

=

(z(k)- z (klk))TS~!(z (k)- z(kik))

(2.46)

should have a chi-squared distribution with nz degrees of freedom, where n z is
the dimension of the measurement .
4. Whi teness test using sample autocorrelation: If the innovations are zero mean
and white t hen the autocorrelation of the each compon nt (for N runs) of t h
innova tion should have a zero mean and a variance of

1/ N .

The maps produced by EKF based SLAM implementations are inherently inconsistent [60 , 68] . This fact has been experimentally shown using stationary and moving
robot experiments [60, 59]. The consistency can be improved by inflating the standard deviations of robot motion and landmark measurements. This will extend the
duration that the filter will be statistically consistent. But in the short term, the
filter will produce highly conservative estimates. Another more general solution used
to circumvent th inconsistencies arising in m apping of large areas is sub mapping
[69] . The principle concept of sub mapping i to build smaller consistent maps and
then join them to produce a larger global map, which will be less inconsistent.

Scalability
The two main implementation issues in EKF based SLAM are the high computational
complexity in relatively large environments and the data association problem. T he
computational complexity of the EKF is largely dominated by the update stage of
the filter and it is known to be in th order O(n2 ) , where n is th number of land-
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marks in th state vector. The computational complexity of the EKF based method
is circumvented to a large extent by using the compr ssed version of the EKF. The
compressed EKF filter improves the computational efficiency by updating only the
local landmarks that are currently visible to the robot. The robot performs the single global update when the robot travels into a new local region. The gain in the
computational cost of the compressed filter increases when the number of landmarks
in the global map is larger compared to the local map. Improvements in the computational complexity of SLAM are achieved through the use of various methods such
as particle filters (FastSLAM), information filters (sparse extended information filter
(SElF)), etc.

2.2.3

Alternative solutions to the SLAM problem

In this section two alternative solutions to th SLAM problem are reviewed. Th
first method, FastSLAM is bas d on the particle filter and offers an elegant solution
that can be viewed as a solution to both full SLAM and online SLAM. The second is
an online algorithm based on th extended information filter and it mainly exploits
the sparse nature of the information matrix. Both solu tions are computationally
more efficient than the EKF and under certain conditions they offer comparable
performance.

FastSLAM [16]
The structure of th SLAM problem has a property where if the true path of th
robot is known then the landmark position estimation problems are independent
of each other [70]. Due to the uncertainty of the current robot po

in the EKF

solution , landmark estimation problems are dependent on each other. This property
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of conditional independence is exploited using Rao-Blackwellized particle filter [16]
where each particle represents a hypothetical path of the robot [16].

FastSLAM

algorithm has several key advantages over other methods.
1. The very fact that it uses a particle filter in which the robot pose is represented by a single particle means the nonlinearity in the robot motion model is
accurately captured , instead of using the linearized versions. The gain in the
accuracy of the motion model becomes significant when the robot motion model
is highly nonlinear .
2. Since the data association is calculated on a per particle basis, the robot maintains several hypotheses of data associations rather than a singl -best data association. This makes the FastSLAM solution much more robust to the errors
resulting from wrong data associations.
3. Another advantage of the FastSLAM algorithm is that it has a time complexity
of O(log(N)).
4. Also the FastSLAM solution solves the full and online version of the SLAM
problem. This is a result of the fact that FastSLAM calculates the posterior
robot path with which it is po sible to claim condi tional independence. Further ,
th algorithm calculates the path of the robot with one pose at a time, making
it an online solution as well.
Each particle in the filter represents the current robot pose, the mean position of
the landmarks and their variances. When the robot progresses to a new pose, the po e
of each partie! is updated using the robot motion model. At th update stage, the
observed landmark information is integrated to that of the previous Lime st p using an
EKF. The unobserved landmarks are appended to the particle without any changes.
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The particle set in hand at this stage has a proposal distribut ion that is dominated
by the control inputs to t he robot, when it should be condi tioned on the observed
landmark locations. In order to make this adjustment in the final distribution , t he
usual resampling step is performed where each particle is appended a weight based
on the ratio of t he target (final) distribution and the proposal distribution. T hese
weights are used in drawing a new set of particles where the particle which are
in most agreement with the measurements will survive. In an improv d version of
FastSLAM , FastSLAM 2.0 [71], the measurem nts are taken into consideration to
obtain a better proposal distribution. Experimental results have shown that both
versions of FastSLAM p erform comparably when using a large number of particles.
However, the second version performs better when t he measurement noise is low.
One key drawback of the FastSLAM algorithm is in its loop closing ability. Due
to the lack of corr lations, the additional information from loop clo ing cannot b
propagated t hrough th entire map. Due to thi reason it is imperative in FastSLAM
to maintain a reasonably rich particle diversity. This can be done by eith r adopting
the second version , having a large number of particles or both.

Sparse Extended Information Filters (SElF) [15]

An extended version of the inform ation filter (El F) [15] is a popular e timation process similar to EKF. T he only difference is that in EKF one can extract mean and
variance of an estimated variable without any addi tional computations. In contrast
ElF requires an additional set of computations to derive the mean and varianc of
a variable. T he information matrix is t he central data structure in the El F (equi valent to the inverse of the covariance matrix). T he infor mation matrix of the SLAM
process shows interesting prop rties that are exploited in the derivation of ElF. The
elements in the information matrix represent either links between robot pose and
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landmarks or the landmarks themselves. Also, inspection of the normalized information matrix (inverse covariance matrix) shows that it is generally a sparse matrix
(a great number of elements in the matrix will have very small values which can be
assumed zero for practical purposes) . This is due to the fact that only landmarks that
are close together show higher correlations. At any given t ime the robot will only be
able to observe a limited number of landmarks known as, activ landmarks. Since
the elements in the information matrix represent the links betwe n robot and landmarks and between landmarks, when the robot makes observations or when the robot
moves, only a few elements corresponding to the robot pose and active landmarks are
affected. Thus, motion and measurement updates can be achieved in an information
additive manner. The key advantages of SElF is that the m asur ment update time
is independent of the total number of landmarks in the map and only depends on
the number of active landmarks currently in view. SElF is known to perform at a
lower accuracy than EKF implementations; specially with a lower number of active
landmarks due to the approximations introduced to maintain the sparsity.

2.3

Applications

The theoretical analysis of algori thms in the recent past has led to a greater understanding of SLAM as well as the development of efficient algorithms that can
be used to serve practical purposes. Developments in the application areas involve
development of new sensor technologies such as compact sensors, formulation of computationally efficient methods in sensor data processing such as in stereo vision, and
development of mult isensor approaches such as laser-camera-based m thods. The following sections offer a review of the application areas of SLAM and the related sensor
technologies.
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2.3.1

Application of SLAM

SLAM has been applied to a wide variety of tasks in many different types of environm nts. The primary applications have been in indoor mobile robotics, while there
is a considerable application base in outdoor environments. The following itemized
descriptions provide a summary of the significant state of t he art experimental contributions in SLAM. They are categorized according to the type of sensor used , th
type of environment, and the scale of the application, followed by other important
remarks.

Laser and Sonar based SLAM applications
• [15], [61], [72] Laser

I

Outdoor

I

Large 150m x 150m

I

The Victoria park,

Sydney dataset. The tree trunks in the park have been extracted from t he
laser range finder data and treated as landmarks. This is one of the pioneering
and complete datasets for large scale ou tdoor SLAM and has been used a a
b nchmark for testing several SLAM algorithms.
• [37] Laser

I

Outdoor

I

Large

60m x 60m

I

Uses laser data to identify nat-

ural outdoor features in a campus environment such as poles, trees, etc. Th
application scenario described in the paper closely resembles a semi-urban environment and demonstrates the applicability of the EKF based SLAM u ing
laser range finder in cluttered environments.
• [73] Laser

I

Outdoor

I

City wide

several km

I

Is similar to [37Jabov , but

larger scale with heavy clutter (moving vehicles and people) in a real urba n
setting.
• [69] Laser

I Indoor I Large

lOOm x 70m
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I

Line features in the laser range data

are us d as landmarks.
• [74] Imaging Sonar

I

Underwater

I

Medium

I

The SLAM was performed in a

semi-structured environment where there are several straight ridg s t hat can be
extra ted as lines in Sonar image .

I

• [39] Imaging Sonar

Underwater

I

Large

I Artificially placed sonar targets ar

observed as 2D landmarks using imaging Sonar.

Computer vision based SLAM applications

• [75] Monocular Vision

I

I

Airborne

Large

I

6 DOF system was used with

artificially placed landmarks on t.h ground. The imag s are captured at 50Hz.
• [76] Monocular Vision I Airborne I Large I SIFT featur s are used as landmarks
and the vehicle is flown at a constant altitude simulating a 2D SLAM problem .
• [77] Sonar

I

Indoor

I

Medium

small office environment

I

Landmarks such as

walls and corners are detect d as points and lines using time eries data from
mult iple sonar sensors.
• [78] Stereo Vision

I Indoor I Large I The artificially placed markers on the fioor

are d tected and located u ing stereo cameras.
• [79] Trinocular Vision

I

Indoor-3D

I

Medium

I

3D SL M implementation u e

a trinocular camera system in a small office environment.
• [80] Ceiling Vision

I Indoor I Medium

small office environment

I Line features

in the c iling tiles and the lighting elem nts are used as landmarks.

• [ 1] Ceiling Vision I Indoor I Small I Special lighting fixture on the ceiling are
selected as landmarks.
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• [46] Trinocular Vision / Outdoor-3D / Small / EKF based SLAM application
is implemented using the stereo located corner features of the images as the
landmarks . The method provides true 6DOF camera movements.
• [48, 82] Stereo Vision / Indoor / Small / Very first attempts at vision bas d
SLAM, uses a artificial set of features. Although the sensor rig could calculate
3D positions, landmarks are mapped to 2D space.
• [83] Monocular Vision / Indoor/ 3D / Small / Corner features are detected as
landmarks and use a free camera motion model yielding a 3D SLAM system.
• [84, 85] / Monocular Vision / Indoor / Small / Natural Landmarks (vertical
lines) .
• [86] Monocular Vision / Indoor-3D / Small / Shows a bearing only application
of SLAM using a single camera.
• [87] Monocular Vision / Indoor-Outdoor-3D / Small / Natural corner features
are selected as landmarks in a 3D SLAM implementation .
• [1] Laser- Vision / Indoor / Medium / Uses t he line features from laser range
data. Additionally obtains redundant information about t he corner features to
label corners and semiplanes in the line landmarks det ected from laser data.
As can be seen from the above list SLAM has been experimentally applied in
many different types of environments, from small lab size experiments to city wide
SLAM. Tradi tionally, laser range finder has been the sensor of choice for SLAM. T he
typical landmarks found in laser data include line objects (corresponding to flat walllike objects), small isolated objects (tree t runks, poles), corners (intersection of line
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objects), etc. Laser data is also used as a den e point cloud in scan registration [13]
that would allow SLAM to operate without landmark detection.
Computer vision has found wide adoption as the primary sensor technology in
SLAM. The popularity can be mainly attributed to the highly detailed information
that the sensor provides about its environment . In computer vision landmark are
often identified as a wide variety of objects that can be easily detected from their
background (markers, lines, patterns on ceilings). Among them corner features ar
the easiest to detect and the most general type of landmark t hat is u ed in SLAM
using computer vision.

2.3.2

Multisensor approach t o SLAM

It is apparent that a single sensor modality would not be able to perform all the tasks

assigned to a mobile robot. This makes the case for multi s nsor implementation of
mobile robots. In [88] information extracted from vision and sonar have been us d in
the development of EKF based SLAM method. The landmarks in this method are
represented as lines and points. Lines in the environment are first detected in both
sonar and vision data using Hough transform and the corresponding pairs have been
identifi d using data association algorithms. The data association algorit hm essentially performs the data fusion at landmark level (appearance based). Experimental
data shows that the error quantities in localization are less than that in the odometry
only navigation. EKF based robot localization has been achieved using a combin d
laser and vision sensor [89, 90]. In above implementations the vertical lines in the
images and the horizontal lines extracted from the laser data are used as featur s in
the environment. These methods do not perform any data fusion between t he two
sensors, rather they use the extract d features from each sen or independently in Lhe
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localization process. In contrast, Castellanos et al. [1] describe a mul tisensor SLAM
implementation using the laser and vision, where individual maps are derived from all
sensor data and fused using sensor calibration information. The vertical line positions
from the camera are used as redundant information to locate corners and semiplanes
in the laser data. In [1] the visual features ar used as a labeling mechanism of landmarks identified from the laser data. However, it is qui te apparent that given t he
high level of textural information that vision provides, it can be used to serve as a
primary sensor to identify the landmarks. Once the laser and camera ar calibrated,
the precise laser data can be used to locate the landmark identified by the camera
data.

2.3.3

SLAM in D y namic Environments

In most implementations of SLAM algori thms the sensor data is assumed to be from
an environment that is clutter free. However , this is rarely the case in most uncontrolled environments such as public facilities and outdoor environments (urban
environments). In those ases at any given time there could be any number of moving objects present in the sensor data. The landmarks identified in thes moving
objects are required to be separately processed from the stationary landmarks .
The first option is to model the movement of these objects and identify the motion
model of the landmark and then incorporate t he motion model of the moving landmark in the system equations [50, 37]. The estimation of the accurate motion mod 1
of a randomly moving object is a difficult task and can l ad to a highly uncertain e Limate. The incorporation of such moving landmarks with an uncertain motion mod 1
to the map could lead to the corruption of the system and ultimate failure. The
problems with the moving landmarks could be compounded by the difficulties in data
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association. The simple and more prudent option is to disregard all the landmarks
attached t o the moving objects. In order to remove sensor data corresponding to the
moving objects, first the moving objects are required to be accurately identified.
Moving object detection methods based on laser data [50, 20, 21, 51] can be employed to remove the laser data corresponding to the moving objects. While above
methods offer solut ion to t he moving object detection, they do not provide a comprehensive solution to the problem. A more detailed t reatment of the current state
of the art in laser based moving object detection is detailed in Chapter 4.

2.4

Conclusion

The EKF based SLAM basics and the issues in theory and implementation have been
presented in this chapter . Major issues in implementations of EKF based SLAM,
including complexity and consistency have been described. From the literature survey
it is evident that from a performance perspective the EKF is t he best solution to t he
SLAM problem, barring the inconsistency problems arising due to t he nonlin arities in
the system model. This epitomizes t he optimal nature of t he Kalman filter. In many
practical implementations where robots operate in large environments a pure EKF
solut ion has severe drawbacks in computational efficiency. T he current state of the
art alternat ive solut ions offer attractive computational performances while providing
close to opt imal performance.
It is evident that performance of the EKF can be improved by obtaining high

quality landmark data through low level sensor fusion. Higher quality landmarks can
be obtained by the fusion of many attributes of landmarks that are being extracted
from each sensor , rather t han wit h individual sensors. Also t here is a notable vacuum
in the literature for a systematic algorithm for moving object detection in the domain
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of SLAM in dynamic environments. Availability of a robust moving object detection method will greatly advance the SLAM with resulting contributions in mapping
of dynami environments, to simultaneous localization and moving obj ct tracking
(SLMOT).
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Chapter 3
Multisensor Landmark Detection
and Localization for SLAM
Landmark detection and localization are the primary tasks of the sensor in the implementation of any SLAM technique. In this chapter a multisensor landmark detection
and localization algorithm is explored for the EKF based SLAM implementation.
The proposed method integrates th laser range data and vision data to detect t he
maximum possible number of landmarks and then localizes them to th best possible accuracy. T he chapter starts by introducing the multisensor landmark detection
and localization schemes. The rest of the chapter develops the proposed multisensor
approach and presents results of the landmark localization and th SLAM implementation using EKF based SLAM.

3.1

Introduction

Among various sensors used in solving the SLAM problem in robotics, laser range
scanners have received most attention, mainly due to their response behaviour and
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ability to accurately scan a wider field of view. Laser range finders can precisely locate
landmarks in environments having directional variant features , such as protruding
edges in walls, edges of objects located in the field of view such as chairs or tables,
and also moving objects such as humans [91].

However, when such features ar

unavailable, such as corridors having fiat walls, long empty rooms and halls the laser
data will contain a minimum number of features that can be detected as landmarks.
Recently, computer vision received much attention for SLAM [92, 93, 94] and
has the ability to extract visually salient features even in fiat walls or corridor in
buildings. However , there are many drawbacks in vision based ensors. Mono ular
SLAM implementations require the features to be present in the field of view for
a longer duration to facilitate proper convergence of the f at ur position estimat .
However, stereo vision has t he ability to overcome this issue in single camera systems,
but requires a significant computational overhead, particularly for calibration and 3D
estimates. Thus, it is possible to use the features of both sensors, laser and camera,
to overcome the drawbacks of each. l-Ienee this work demonstrates a novel application
of a singl sensor based on a laser-vision model. Early work of the laser-vision model
uses two sensor readings separately and fuses t he SLAM data in the post processing
stage to estimate robot pose [1]. In contrast, the method proposed in this chapter
performs feature extraction at the sensor level while using a laser-vision model as a
single sensor for detecting and locating landmarks. Therefore this chapter presents
the following key contribut ions. First, the work demonstrate effective integration of
laser and camera as a single sensor for general purpose robot navigation. Secondly
the work demonstrates how the integrated laser-camera model can be used effectiv ly
to solve the SLAM problem. The sensor also has the ability to either work as a laser
only sensor or vision only sensor.
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3.1.1

R elated Work

The research in computer vision based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
can be broadly categorized into two areas. They are: appearance based methods and
feature based methods. In appearance based localization and mapping, image features
are collectively used to describe a scene. These feature based descriptions are used to
compare and contrast the images t hat the robot acquires along the way. Hence when
a robot revisits an environment, the localization algori thm will be able to measure the
similarity between t he images of the current scene and the images that are registered
in a database. In mo t cases t his type of qua li tative localization and mapping can
only generate topological representations of the environment. Although it provides
a viable and more natural map ping and localization procedure, t he qualitative algori thms do not provide detailed information abou t t he environment. D tails in such a
map may be inadequate, especially when robots require accurate information about
the structure of the environmen t for tasks such as path planning. Although appearance based methods have been used in SLAM [95, 96, 97], t hey are mostly used in
the re-localization of t he robots [98, 99, 100].
In contrast to the appearance based methods, feature based m thods uniquely
identify visually salient landmarks in the environment and calculate their position
wit h respect to t he robot. Such measurements can be used in estimators to build the
map of the visual landmarks while localizing the robot. T he primary advantage of the
feature based methods is the higher fidelity of t he map. The feature bas d method
can be classified based on t he method that t hey use to calculate the range and bearing
to the features. The most common method is t he use of stereo cameras [40 , 48, 46, 101,
64]. Ot her method used to calculate the feature position include: single camera bas d
feature position estimation [83, 87] and optical fl ow based calculation [47]. Although
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computer vision based SLAM methods show significant advances, they exhibit one or
more of the following drawbacks wit h respect to general SLAM applications.
1. The methods were only demonstrated to work in small scale environments [40,

83, 87].

2. It is necessary to have a large number of features in the environment for the
SLAM algorithms to properly conv rge [46, 47].
These issues can be primarily attribu ted to t he large uncertainLi s associated with
the vision based feature position calculation. Further, in st r o and oth r vision based
feature position calculation methods, uncertainty of the feat ure position increases
with increased distance. Additionally, a regular camera lens provides only a limited
field of view. This severely limits the amount of time that a feature is actively observed
in the SLAM process, especially if the robot is moving at relatively high speeds.
On the contrary, the laser range finder provides excellent range measuring capabilities and has been widely used in SLAM implementations. Landmarks t hat are
generally invariant to the direction of scanning (such as chair and table legs, corners,
tree trunks, pol s, etc.) can be identified in laser range data. However, typical indoor
environments with corridors, walls and other structured shapes either do not have
any feature or have only very few features. During the estimation process, when
landmarks ar absent in the environment, uncertainty of the estimator rapidly grows.
The landmarks that will be encountered with a higher robot uncertainty will hav a
higher uncertainty bound (Theorem 3 in [38]). This will lead to possible inconsistent
data associations when the robot revisits the same area. Hence frequent featurelessness in t he nvironm nt will lead to a highly unstable SLAM process. However,
computer vision can be used to detect visually salient featur s on walls and other
places where it is not possible to use a laser range finder to detect landmarks, and the
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laser range finder can be used to measure the range to the visually salient landmarks.
On multi sensor SLAM, Castellanos et. al. [1] have pres nted a laser-camera based
method t hat fuses landmark information from laser rang finder data with image
data. The method presented in [1] detects landmarks using dat a from each sensor
and calculates the individual and joint compatibility between them. From the laser
range finder it locates the line segments, corners and semiplanes. Using camera data
it obtains redundant information about the landmarks that were observed by the
laser range finder. Thus this method only provides the laser based landmarks with
addi t ional redundant information about the corners and semiplanes from vision data.
In contrast, the proposed method uses vision as the primary sensor to obtain vertical
edge features and then uses data from the laser range finder to measure the range to
those landmarks.

3.1.2

Object ive

The main objective of this chapter is to introduce a novel integrated laser-camera
sensor that can be readily used in landmark based simultaneous localization and
mapping algorithms. In cont rast to the other notable works in multisensor SLAM
[1] the proposed method fuses t he information in the sensor domain, rather than fusing map information t hat is b ing built using each sensor, as shown in Fig. 3. 1. In
the proposed work a camera is mounted on a laser range finder and the coordinate
transformations are obtained th rough an experimental calibration process [102]. T he
vertical lines in the environment are det ected using the image data (bearing information) and the range to the vertical lines can be then interpolated using the laser
readings and the coordinate transformation between the laser and the camera. These
located f atures are then u ed in th extended Kalman fil t r based SLAM formulation.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of (a) the proposed multisen or based SLAM process and
(b) the multisor sensor based SLAM process presented in [1 J. The proposed method
fuses the information from each sensor at a lower level whereas t h method in (b)
fuses the information at map level.
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3.2

Landmark Detection and Position Estimation
Using a Single Sensor

This section explores the applicability of each sensor for landmark detection and
position estima tion. In robotics, t he camera and the laser range finder are the most
commonly used sensors for environment sensing. Computer vision based solutions
have long been proposed for detection and in many cases for position estimation of
visu ally salient landmarks. The most important advantage of using com pu ter vision
for landmark detection is that it can detect visually salient landmarks wit h a high
degree of details that can lat er be used for t racking or association. For exam ple, scale
invariant feature transform (SIFT) uses rich visual information to derive a mul ti
dimensional descriptor of visual features [103] . This type of rich description is useful
for associating features in stereo vision [44] and for homogra phy estimation [104].
Due to the inherent sensor model, computer vision can only capture the bearing to a
feature. T herefore in computer vision, stereo vision is the most popular method for
direct landmark position estimation . On t he contrary, a laser range finder scans its
field of view to measure the distances to closest objects. Usually, t he measurements
are t aken at very small angular resolution and a higher range accuracy than any of
the other range sensors, providing a high resolution dep t h pla n of t he field of view
of the scanner. Next, the issues rela ting to t he landmark detection and p osition
measurement using a single sensor a re addressed .
Monocula r vision has been widely used in visual la ndmark detection in b earing
only SLAM. Sta rt ing from t he initial works of Andrew Davison [48] the research in
vision b a: ed SLAM has moved to realtime monocular SLAM [83, 105, 106] implementations. In [83, 105 , 106] the position (dep th ) of the visual la ndmarks is estimated
using repeated observation of the landmark, and when the estimation converges it is
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initialized into the map. This type of feature initialization requires landmarks to be
present in the field of view of the camera until the depth estimates converge to an
acceptable level. Although these are pioneering methods in vision based SLAM, in
typical application scenarios the landmarks cannot be guaranteed to remain in the
field of view for a specific duration. In other methods t he optical fl ow of a landmark,
along with the robot velocities, can be used to calculate its position with respect to
the robot frame. However, due to the high sensitivity to noise in robot velocity measurements, the uncertainty of the final calculated values can be extremely large and
the resulting position calculations will be of limited use. This uncertainty problem in
the position calculation is magnified at low robot velocities. Further, the optical flow
based method cannot directly calculate the object position when t he robot is making
pure translational motion as shown in the next section 3.2.1.
In the detection of landmarks based on the laser range finder data, the corner
and line (planes in the real world) features are the mostly used features [107, 1]. The
landmarks that can be represented by a point in t he map are often preferred over
the line features, which can only be localized with a higher degree of freedom when
the complete line segment is in the field of view of the scanner. The corner features
that are invariant to the direction of the laser scan arise in th laser data due to
objects such as corners in walls and other objects that have protrusions similar to
legs of tables. However, in some cases these types of corner features may not be
available in environments such as long corridors. Nevertheless, in most cases there
are patterns on walls and other features that can be easily detected using computer
vision. In addition, due to the differences in the appearance of surfaces under lighting,
the corner features would usually appear as visually salient features. In th rest of
this section two attempts in localizing featmes using compu ter vision and laser range
data are discussed with their limitations. The next section int roduces an integrated
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laser-vision sensor that exploits the above mentioned properties of the visual features
with the high accuracy of the laser based measurement .

3.2.1

Landmark localization us ing computer VISIOn

Landmark localization using only monocular vision has been achieved u ing two main
methods: bearing only localization and optical flow based localization. Bearing only
localization requires multiple wide baseline frames to infer the 2D position of a landmark. Therefore, the position stimation and the accuracy of the estimation of a
landmark using bearing only readings are highly dependant on the movement of the
camera and the number of sensor frames. In contrast , the optical flow based feature
localization can be used to calculate t he landmark position as soon as accurate optical flow data becomes available. Thus, in this thesis, for monocular vision based
landmark localization, only the optical flow based method was investigated.
From the six degrees of freedom general model, the horizontal velocity of features
(optical flow) (p) on the image plane can be derived from the horizontal feature
position (p), heading velocity (v) , rotational velocity (w), and fo cal length of the
camera (A) as follows [23]:

.
pv
w( 2
2)
p = - - - A +p

Z

A

(3 .1)

where Z is the distance to the feature in the direction of the heading velocity.
Using the above equation and the camera model (p/ A.

= X/Z) where X is the per-

pendicular distance from the feature to the heading direction , the feature position
with respect to the robot can b calculated by:
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(3.2)

The covarianc of the calculated position can be found u ing th
expansion of th

f ature position [X, Yf.

first order Taylor

The covariance m atrix of th

p osition

calculation can b obtained from

(3 .3)
where

J
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ov

a8wx 1
DZ

aw

and

e7p, e7p, e7v,

and e7w are the standard deviations of th horizonal feat ure position

on the image, horizontal optical fl ow, heading velocity and rotational velocity of the
robot, respectively. The measurement covariance matrix is consid red diagonal assuming that each of the measurements are independent from others. The uncertainty
of the calculated locations can be evaluated by comparing the area of the ellipsoid
defined by the 95% confidence interval. The uncertainty comparison for varying optical flows and featur positions is shown in Figure 3.2. From Figure 3.2 it is clear
that at low optical flows t he uncertainty increases regardless of the feat ure position
on the image. Moreover , as the feature moves closer to the edge of th imag , t he
uncertainty increases even for the same optical flow value. Generally, a robot encounters many combinations of robot velocit ies and feature po itions which could give rise
to high covariance values in the feature position calculations. The limi tations in t he
usable range of optical fl ow and feature position make the optical flow based feature
position calculat ion method unsuitable for SLAM applications.

3.2.2

Landmark localization using laser d ata

The direction invariant features in the laser data can be identified as uniqu landmarks
using the minimum points in the laser data plot [22] which appear as peaks from the
robot direction when the laser data is connected wit h line segments. Th se landmarks
generally remain in th laser data regardless of the direction of scan. In addit ion to
the convex features that appear as minimum points in t he laser data, concave points
such as sharp corners can be reliably detected in the las r data. However, as shown
in Figure 3.3, in certain environm nts such as in long corridors, there might not
be any directional invariant features. In such cases feature based laser only SLAM
implementations will not be possible unless higher level features such as lines ar
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Figure 3.3: A typical laser reading in an indoor environment where there are not
sufficient direction invariant features.
used.

3.3

Calibrated Laser-Vision Sensor

A camera is mounted on the laser range finder using a custom made bracket as
shown in Fig. 3.4. The camera is mounted at the center of the laser range finder
to maintain the coordinate transformation between t he laser scanning plane and th
camera coordinate system as simple as possible. The coordinate frames are defined
as shown in Fig. 3.5. In the real setup the axe z1 and
(i.e. a= 0) and b = 19cm.
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Figure 3.5: Coordinate frames of calibrated laser-vision sensor
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3.3 .1

Vis ual Landmark D etect ion

Landmark in the camera images can take several forms. The most common landmarks are t he visually distinct corner features.

Other visually salient landmarks

include lines, arcs, and user defined objects. In the proposed method visually sali nt
vertical line features were detected in the captured images. Although the choice of
vertical lines as the exclusive landmark type restricts the applicability of t he method
in diverse environments, it offers a trade off between simplicity in landmarks the applicability in most structured indoor environments. Line features are robust in t rms
of detection accuracy and repeatability compared to corner points and mu h easier
to describ and detect than complex composite objects. In this work two algori thms
have been evaluated for the detection of vertical lines in the images.
1. Hough transform based method.

2. Artificial corner feature based method .
Line d tection algorit hms based on the Hough transformation are most popular
in compu ter vision and pattern recognition. Hough transformation typically accumulates the votes for line configurations based on their support in the binary image.
Since it is of interest to detect only the vertical (or close to vertical) lines, the search
space can be restricted to compute the angle values in t he vicinity of zero, thus reducing the computational cost. In addition to the Hough transform based method ,
a simpler and computationally efficient corner based method was tested for vertical
line detection . Initially, a set of horizontal lines were superimposed on the original
image as shown in Fig 3.6. Then, all th resulting corner features w re detected using
a Harris corner detector [43] and are indicated by the white circles in Fig. 3.6.
This list of corner features is then search d for sets of features that are vertically
aligned. If t he number of features in a set is greater than the threshold value, then
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Figure 3.6: Line featm e detection using artificially generated corner features.
the average horizontal position of the features is identified as a consistent vertical
line. Identified lines are marked with white line stubs at the bottom of the image
frame shown in Fig. 3.6. A comparison of the two methods is shown in the Fig.
3. 7 for three typical images that are taken during a robot run. The lines in the top
part of the image are the ones detected using Hough transformation and the lines in
the bottom part are detected using the corner based method. It is evident from the
images that on average Hough transform returns more line images than the corner
based method. This can be attributed to the fact that it accumulates the evidence
for lines in the whole region rather than for some sampled points in the image, as in
the case with the corner based method.
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Figure 3. 7: Detected line features using Hough transformation and the corner based
method.
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3.3.2

Sensor calibrat ion

In order to measure the distances to t he visual landmarks using the laser range finder,
the coordinate tran formations of the two sensors have to be accurately calibrated.
There are two possible sources for errors in the calibration information: Lhe errors
in t he alignment of the frames of the sensors (parameters a and b in Fig. 3.5) and
the errors in camera calibration . Although the camera is calibrated using standard
camera calibration techniques1 , the distortions especially at the edge of the images,
contribute significantly to the rrors.
The main objective of the sensor calibration method is to accurately map the
field of view of the camera to that of the laser range finder. In order to achieve that
objective, a 'v' shaped target wi th black and white faces is placed in front of th
robot . In a series of image and laser d ata wit h the 'v' shap d object placed to span
the field of view of the camera (since the field of view of the camera is le s than thaL
of the laser range finder), the angle to t he tip of 'v' is measured from t he center of
each sensor. In t he camera images it is measured in degrees from th optical axis (Oc)
and in the laser range finder it is measured from the central laser scan (Ot)· Thus,
the error in the calibration can be calculated from e = Ot - Oc. As shown in Fig.
3.8, t he error e is approximated using a higher order polynomial e(Oc) with respect

ec, t he corresponding mapping
angle in the laser range find er can be calculated from ec+ e(Oc). Similarly, the reverse

to

ec·

T hus for any new measurem nt in t he image

mapping, the mapping of a reading in laser data onto the image, is also possible with
the same data with a new calibration curve of e(01) vs. 01.
1

MATLAB toolbox fo r camera calibration, http:/ jwww.vision.caltech.edu/ bouguetj / calibdoc/
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3.3.3

Measurement Model

The goal of d fining a measurement model is to calculat the range to the landmark
that has been d tected by computer vision and then define its uncertainty. The bearing a ngle (Be) of the detect ed landmarks (line features) an be calculated using a
camera mod 1 wit h sub pixel accuracy. A laser ranger provide a set of scanned readings t hat provides the range to the objects in the laser scan plane. T he canner is able

to opera te in a field of view of 180° with a half a degree resolution. Therefore, using
the coordina te transformation between the camera and the laser range finder along
with the calibration informa tion, the range to t he line feature can be calcula ted. Due

to the resolut ion constraints in the las r data, the range valu has to be interpolat d
from the da ta to increase its accuracy. This process of range interpolation is shown in
Fig. 3.9. It should be noted that t h coordinate frame of the laser range d ata and the
camera coin id with each other as the calibration is already appli l to the bearing
a ngle of the camera. Thus, in Fig. 3.9 bearing angle can b explicitly expressed as
in t he laser coordinate frame.
Assuming the resolution of the las r range scanner is at 0. 5°, t he range to the lin
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feature can be calculated using the following interpolation:

ro1 =

ri+ l

cos(B1 - a)+ ri cos(0.5° - a+ B1)
2 cos( ~ )

(3.4)

Since the bearing to the feature is measured using the camera model, and the range
is measured using the interpola ted range data, the uncertainty of the measurements
also have to be calculated using the characteristics of ach sensor . The uncertainty
in t he bearing a ngle increases with it as the effects due to the increasing effects of
the lens distortion as the angle move towards the periphery of the image. However, iL
impossible to quantify the uncertainty without the exact lens distortion to compar
with the current image. Therefore an estimated worst case value is used for the
bearing uncertainty. The uncertainty in the range measurements is approximated with
the pos ible uncertainty at t he typical maximum range limi ts due to unavailabili ty of
a systematic error model from Lhe manufacturer. Thus, the covariance rrH:tLrix of Lhe
measurements can be expressed as:
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R = diag[

a; aJ]

(3.5)

where ar and a 0 are the standard deviations of t he range and bearing measurement
errors, respectively.

3.4

EKF based SLAM Algorithm

The EKF based SLAM algorithm described in Chapter 2 has been used for SLAM.
The algorithm is summarized in Algorit hm 1. The equations are elaborated in detail
in Chapter 2.

Algorithm 1 EKF based SLAM Algorithm
1: Initialize the robot pose and covariance to zero.
2: while Robot runs do
3:
Move the robot to the next location.
4:
Predict:
Xr( k + 1) = f(xr(k), v(k), w(k))
L;- (k) = 'V xf(k)L:+(k - l)'VxfT(k) + 'Vuf(k)L:u'VufT(k)
5:
Observe the landmarks.
Perform da ta association.
6:
Update:
7:
x+(k) = x - (k) + W (k) v(k)
L:+(k) =I;- (k) - W (k) S(k) w r(k)
8:
Perform map management.
9: end while

3. 5

Experiments and Results

This section provides information about experiments t hat have been carried out to
validate the suitability of the integrated sensor. Before the description of the experiments and their results, a key step in the selection of the detected visual landmarks
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Figure 3.10: The curve constructed on the image plane by connecting t he laser readings mapped from t he laser coordinate frame to image frame.
has to be explained. In some cases, the visual landmark (the ver t ical line) would not
cross the plane of the scanning laser. As an example, ther could be visual features
on protruding (or retracted) walls or object s on top of tables. In such cases the range
to those landmarks cannot be guaranteed to be accurate. Thus the landmarks that
do not intersect with the laser plane have to be removed from the list of detected
landmarks before the calculation of the range to the landmarks. After the visual
landmarks have been detected, the first step in the detection of such landmarks is the
reverse mapping of the laser points onto the image using reverse sensor calibration
(as described in the section 3.3.2) and coordinate transformation . Once the field of
view of the two sensors is calibrated , the horizontal and vert ical position (p and q) of
the laser point in the image can be calcula ted by using:

q=

)..b

- -:--:Ti

where

cos(B1 )

el is t he angle to the laser point from t he vertical plane through the opt ical

axis, b is the vert ical displacement of the camera and laser coordinates and

ri

is the

laser reading t ha t is being mapped . Fig. 3.10 shows the curve construct ed from
mapped laser readings.
In the next step the intersecting points between the vertical lines and the curve
of the mapped laser readings are found. The vertical gradient in the neighborhood of
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each intersecting point can be calculated by a suitable gradient detector. Then t he
vertical landmarks corresponding to points with weak total vertical gradien ts can be
dropped. Although this method is able to remove most of t he landmarks that do not
intersect the laser plane, in rare cases two vertical aligned landmarks t hat belong to
objects with different ranges could yield erroneous range information .
Two SLAM experiments were carried out to evaluat

the fi tness of the multi-

sensor landmark detection and measurement method. In the first experiment the
robot was driven through a regular office environment where it encountered narrow
corridors, open office areas, and regular object clutter that are typical Lo an office
environment. The robot travelled approximately 67 m making two loops through t he
office environment. In the second , longer experiment th robot was driven through
the main corridors in a university building where the corridors wer considerably
wider compared to the first experiment. The robot travelled approximat ly 148 m
while looping one and half times in the same environment . The experiments were
carried out using a Pioneer 3AT robot equipped with a SICK laser range find er and a
camera with a regular off the shelf lens. During this experiment t he laser range daLa,
images from the camera and odometry data were logged at regular spatial intervals
(20 em or 2° apart, whichever occurs first). Th noise levels t hat have been used in
the map estimation and localization are listed in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.11 shows the process of feature d etection and localization using an integrat d sensor for a typical set of image and laser scan data. As can be seen from
Figure 3.11 t he laser range finder can only detect the landmark at location C (u ing
the intersection of two lines) while computer vision can be effectiv ly us d to d teet
other landmarks that can only b detected using a camera (at locations A and B) .
As discussed previously, the protruding features in the laser data can be d tected
as landmarks in the laser data. Figure 3.12 shows a comparison between the number
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Figure 3.11: The landmarks detected by the camera and their bearing angle su perimposed on laser readings.
of landmarks that can be detected in laser data and in image data during the first
experiment. It is clearly evident that there are significant periods when image features
outnumber the laser based landmarks. Further it should be noted that when there is
a low number of visual features there is a significantly higher number of laser based
landmarks. Although the results are purely specific to a given environment, the total
number of landmarks can be improved using the proposed method in addition to the
laser based landmarks.
After the landmarks are detected and located using laser data and images, the
data is processed off-line using the EKF method outlined in Chapter 2. The Joint
Compatibility Branch and Bound (JCBB) [66] algorithm was used for the data association. In the first experiment a map consisting of 71 landmarks has been built at
the end of the run (Figure 3.13(b)). Figure 3.13(a) shows the robot path using pure
odometry data. The 95% confidence bounds of the errors in the robot pose estimate
are shown in Figure 3.15. In Figure 3.15 it is possible to observe the rapid decrease
in the uncer tainty of the robot position estimation due to the loop closing around
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Figure 3.12:

umber of landmark features detected by vision and laser system.

the midway point of the robot run. In the second experiment the robot constructed
a map (as shown in Figure 3.14) that contains 271 landmarks. Although the robot
travels a considerably long r distance in a different environment compared to the first
experiment , a similar pattern can be observed in the performance of the EKF based
SLAM in the second experiment. The accuracy of the EKF based SLAM algorithm
was enough to robustly close the loop in the long run, but during t he initial steps of
the loop closing there were erroneous data associations. The ability of the algorit hm
to recover from the initial errors data association can be mainly attributed to the
large size of the map compared to the number of erroneous data associations.
Table 3.1: The measurement of noise levels of t he respective sensors that is us d in
the SLAM.
Measurement noise
Quantity
5.0
Range to the Landmark (em), O"r
1.0
Bearing to the Landmark (Degrees), O"o
0.5
Robot heading velocity (em/sec), O"v
0.025
Robot rotational velocity (D greesjsec), O"w
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Figure 3.13: Results of a localization and mapping of the first robot run: (a) with
odometry, and (b) u ing EKF and vision-laser landmark localization (see the attached
video file for incremental map building along with the current imag frame).
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Figure 3.14: Results of a localization and mapping of the second robot run: (a) with
odometry, and (b) using EKF and vision-laser landmark localization (see the attached
video file for incremental map building along with the current image frame).
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3.6

Conclusion

In this chapter it has been shown that computer vision and a laser range scanner
can be used to accurately detect and measure the visually salient landmarks in the
environment . Further, such measurements can be readily integrated into the EKF
based SLAM method to build maps of typical indoor environments. From the results
it is evident that using a calibrated laser-vision sensor, a higher number of landmarks
can be detected than with each sensor. Future extensions of this work include the u e
of more accurate sensor uncertainty modeling especially in the case of bearing angle
to the landmark and experimentation in large looping environments with possible
sub-mapping. Some visual landmarks are present in t he form of wide vertical strips,
in which two side edges are detected as vertical lines. Thus they are r cognized as
two landmarks and th SLAM algori thm will att mpt to initialize them as such in t he
map. However, since they are often physically close together only one of them will
be initialized into the map. Furt her, when t he robot is away from visual feature as
described abov , the line detection algorithm will often detect a single line due to Lhe
limitation in the resolution of the camera. However, as the robot gets closer to the
obj ct, it will appear as two landmarks and the data association algorithm will have
to decid the best edge to be assigned to t he feature t hat i already in the map. Thus
a b tter sensor model that can hand! this type of composite obj cts i r quired.
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Chapter 4
Modeling of Environmental
Dynamics
So far t his thesis has focused on navigating a robot in environ ments where the surrounding objects and perceived landmarks for SLAM have been assumed to be static.
The SLAM development based on laser or vision sensors always attempts to identify
stationary landmarks. When objects move at relatively high velocities compared to
the robot , t he SLAM filter has the capacity to ignore such objects t hrough daLa association. However , when objects move at a relatively low velocity, t he data relating to
moving landmarks may be associated with existing landmarks leading to faulty mapping in the SLAM. Therefore the objective of this chapter is to develop a technique to
detect and isolate moving objects from the laser scan taken by t he moving robot and
finally to accommodate the SLAM process to be effective in dynamic environments.
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Background

Moving object detection and tracking has been employed in a wide variety of applications ranging from tracking of ships, airplanes, submarines, projectiles and vehicles
to people. The common objective in all of these applications is to identify the sensor
data corresponding to the concerned object and to estimate its position for tracki ng
purposes. In many applications uch as maritime and airborne target detection and
tracking, t he objects can be easily isolated from the radar data. This is mainly due to
the fact that radar reflected from the object will have uniquely defined features in the
workspace with respect to the background. In contrast, moving object d tection is a
challenging problem in environments where there is no such wide difference betwe n
the object and the background . In such cases simple detection would not suffice and
one has to closely explore the properties of th moving object with respect to its
background .
Ther are numerous types of sensors t hat are used in observing the environment,
known as extrocept ive sensors. The most commonly used sensors are radar , las r,
sonar, and vision [9]. Radar sensors are popularly used to detect objects that ar a
few m ters to several hundred kilometers away, whereas laser range find rs are used
to det ct objects that are only ten of meters away, but with a higher accuracy than
radar. Sonar sen ors use bursts of acoustic impulses to measure the distances to
the obj ects using the time of Hight and phase shift of the returning signal. While
sonar is much cheaper than laser or radar , it has only limit d applicability du to
its accuracy limitations. Sonar is the most widely used underwater sensor due to
the higher performanc of acoustic signals in denser media such as water. Computer
vision is a versatile sensor t hat can retrieve a large amount of information compared
to other sensors. In contrast with the other range measuring sensors, compu ter vision
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lacks the ability to directly observe the structure of the environment. There are
numerous techniques for recovering the depth to an object from vision data, ster o
vision being the most commonly used one.
In mobile robotics these sensors are mainly used for navigation and paLh planning.
Additionally, the data gathered from the extroceptive sensors are incr asingly used
in real time mapping and localization [8]. In mapping and localization, it is assumed
that the environment remains stationary during the operation of the roboL. However,
this condition could be violated in most practical scenarios, especially in uncon troll d
outdoor environments. Thus there should be adequate methods to identify and classify moving objects by moving robot , in order to produce an accurate map that is
entirely composed of stationary objects. Moving object detection i imporLant for two
main reasons. The information about the moving objects can be used in saf robot
navigation (obstacle avoidance). If a robot can make a sufficiently reliable estimate
about the velocity of a moving object as early as possible, its path planning algorithm
can use this information to efficiently circumvent the obstacle. S condly, moving object detection can function as a filtering process in which the data corr sponding to
moving objects can be removed from the sensor data in order to provide Lhe SLAM
algorithm with data from only stationary objects.

4.1.1

Challenges in Robot ics

The laser range sensor is the most popular sensor in indoor and some ou tdoor operation scenarios for mobile robots. It has b en used in moving obj ct dete tion
in mostly trivial scenarios wher simple free space consistency is used to detect the
motion in obj cts [21]. However, in many other sit uations, moving object det ction
has been found to b non-trivial. Some details of the identified challenges in moving
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object detection are summarized below.

Low relative velocities When the relative velocities between the robot and the
object are sufficiently large, then the object can be completely separated in th
laser data in t he world fra me. This would yield a trivial moving obje t detection
case, which can be achiev d through direct closest point elimination. However
at low relative velocities the obj ect separation will be at a minimum. In such
cases the complete moving object detection will be a complex task, as the laser
data that r presents the moving object may overlap in several different way ,
depending on the direction of the relative velocity.

Complexity of the objects Objects in the environment can take arbitrary shapes
and forms. The shape can be of fixed nature or change with time through either
deformation or rotation. Thus the object can appear in many g ometric forms
during the lifetime of a track. Therefore the moving obje t detection algori thm
should be robust enough to detect objects under many different cenarios. Additionally the moving object detection system should be capable of detecting
mul tiple objects. When the robot moves t he areas that were previously occluded but stationary will become visible to the laser and thus the detection
algorit hm must have sufficient capabilities to identify these occluded areas to
prevent them from being classified as moving objects.

4 .2

Moving Objects and SLAM

Moving object tracking is a popular and widely researched topic in computer vision1 .
Computer vision based methods u e color and shape features of objects for detection
1

http:/ / iris. usc.edu/ Vision-Notes/ rosenfeld/ contents. html
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and employ numerous estimation techniques for tracking. Computer vi ion based
tracking of moving obj ects by moving robots (or by moving platform , in general) still
remain a significant research challenge. Examples of some of Lhe attempts made to
solve the problem of computer vision based moving object detection from moving
robots are shown in [108, 109, 110, 111] . In comparison to laser range based methods,
computer vision based methods exhibit some drawbacks. Among others, they include
low precision in position estimation, susceptibility to lighting conditions, and red uced
field of view when regular lenses are used. In contrast laser rang fi nders provide
accurate range data of the environment in a wider field of view .
The Simultaneous Localization, Mapping and Moving Object Tracking (SLAMMOT) method [49, 50] uses two different rules, to detect approaching and leaving
objects. Although the rule related to approaching objects is straightforward , t he rule
related to leaving objects requires more than two laser scans to identify the moving
object. Moreover this method has limitations in detecting the complete object when
the object is moving sideways in t he field of view. The people detection method in
[20] uses a laser scanner and a camera to specifically search for the two leg positions and skin colour . Although [20] provides interesting work on ensor fusion, it
can only detect people when they are facing t he laser. Lindstrom and Eklundh [21]
provide another moving object detection method based on the static world assumption, which provides interesting results of human tracking by a moving robot. In
their method all laser readings and t he robot itself form a closed polygon , which is
also t he free space "seen" by t he robot. In subsequent scans, t he violations of this
free space ar monitored and such violations are detected as moving objects. While
this method can detect objects t hat are approaching the robot, there is a possibility
of not detecting the objects t hat behave otherwise, since they don't violate t he free
space condition. Mendes et al. [51] provide a target tracking system with a laser
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scanner, which assumes that all the objects (or scan segments) are within a certain
predefined range from the scanner (ther is no distinction b tween moving objects
and stationary objects) and are classified into a known set of objects based on t he
shape features extracted from the laser data. Further , the presented method will fail
to ident ify moving objects which cannot be classified into the known et of obj cts.
An interesting occupancy grid based moving object detection method is presented
by Schulz et al [22]. In their application of the sample-based joint probabilistic data
association fil ter (SJPDAF) they have compared occupancy grid maps of two subsequent laser scans to generate t he difference map. The gen rated difference map
is then compar d with the minimum points in the current laser scan to remove any
stationary features in the map, and the resulting feature map will only contain the
moving objects. Also, when a moving object moves sideways at low velocities, the
method in [22] will fail to completely recover the moving obj ct. Montemerlo et al.
[52] provide a multi robot localization and people tracking method based on particle
filtering. Laser reading are segmented into clusters and then fitted against cylindrical models, which approximate a model human torso. Fod et al [53] propose a
people tracker using multiple laser scanners. [53] adopt a blob and obj ct model to
combine laser segments from ach scanner (blob) to a single object (obj ct). The
blobs are identified using a foreground method where all laser scans that belong to
furthest objects are assumed to represent stationary objects. In [112] a model bas d
people tracking algorithm using the laser range finder is presented. The algorithm
first eliminates the closest points in two subsequent laser range cans and then attempts to identify the clusters of laser readings which fit a model that resembles t he
cross section of t he legs of a person. This algorithm is only suitable for detecting
human motion where the visible parts of the legs conform to a given model. The
limited applicability in the model bas d d t ction is further incr ased wh n a person
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is moving at a distance from the laser where the number of readings that corresponds
to the legs would be minimal. Prassler, Scholz and Elfes [113] present a real time
occupancy grid based method for detection and tracking of multiple moving objects
using time-stamp maps. The method establishes moving object hypothesis from t he
difference between two subsequent occupancy maps created using laser data. These
initially detected moving objects are furt her filtered by the size of the clusters. The
inability to detect slow moving objects (aperture problem) is a limitation of any difference based detection method, owing to the resolution of the sensor and the noi e
content. When an occupancy grid based method is used as opposed to the use of direct laser range data, the resolution of the laser readings further decreases, and thus
the ability to detect even relatively low moving objects that otherwise ar visible in
direct laser data, also decreases.
In this chapter a systematic algorithm is proposed to mau'Cim ally recover the moving objects from laser range scans. The proposed method can recover multiple moving obj cts regardless of their direction of movement with respect to th robot. Th
proposed moving object detection algorithm has two distinct steps: (1) laser scan
segmentation, and (2) detection of the moving objects in the laser scan segments and
the calculat ion of their position.

4.3

Laser scan segmentation

The objective of a laser scan segmentation algorit hm is to ident ify the laser scans corresponding to the moving objects. At any given time the two subsequent laser range
readings are defined as Lp and L c, where subscripts C and P stand for the current
and previous laser scans, respectively. L c repr sents a set of range readings returned
by the scanner in a ingle scan. Each reading is represented by t he superscripts i or
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j , which is a 2D position vector. Two sample laser scans are shown in Fig. 4.1.
In Lhis algorithm it is assumed that initially two laser scans are perfectly aligned
with all their stationary objects. This implies that in each laser scan t h re should be a
significant amount of scan points that belong to stationary objects. This method will
not suffice for environments that are highly cluttered with moving objects, because
there will not be adequate data to properly align any two subsequent scans. Laser
scan alignment is a heavily researched area in robotic mapping and localization. A
suitable method can be found in [13].

4 .3.1

D efin itions

The two sets of laser readings can be divided into different mu tually exclusive sets,
depending on their physical representation, as shown below.

u

u

u

Lp

Ap

Np

(4. 1)

Le

Ae U Oe U M e U Ne

( 4.2)

Op

Mp

where Ae and A p are the laser readings that represent the sam stationary objects
in the two scans. 0 p are the readings in L p that will be occluded by the reading
of Le, when the robot moves to the current position. Oe are the readings tha t have
been occluded by th readings of Lp , when the robot is in the previous posit ion. M e
and Mp are the readings belonging to t he moving object in the respect ive laser scan,
but not occluded by the other . Ne and N pare t he readings that ar out of t he field of
view of each scan when the robot is at the other position. Fig. 4.1 shows the regions
in the scans tha t belong to the corresponding sets.
The following observations can be made regarding the range reading sets presented
above.
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Typical Laser Data
Ap and Ac

"'--H

Scan ~
Direction
- - A r andAc

Figure 4.1: Typical laser scans from a stationary robot . The object on t he left hand
side moves downward in a negative y-direction.
1. The laser scans that are spatially close to each other (after proper alignment)
belong to Ac and Ap . Therefore Ac and Ap can be identified by s arching for
the spatially closest points in two laser scans, Lc and Lp.
2. M~ is on or close to the scan line, which emanates from the laser when the
robot is at the current position resulting in

Ob.

Similarly, 0~ is on or close to

the scan line, which emanates from the laser when the robot is at the previous
position resulting in

M{

Apart from yielding diff r nt sets, this relation hip

would also yield a point to point correspondence between th pairs (M~, Ob)
and (Mb, 0~ ).
3. In the point to point correspondences identified according to observation 2, th
following is always true for the range values of the corresponding pairs of las r
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readings.

r(Ob) > r(M~)
r ( O~)

< r(Mb)

where r( ·) is the range value of the corresponding laser reading.

4 .3.2

Segmentation Algorithm

The main obj ective of the segmentation algori thm is to classify the laser reading
into sets, A e, Me and Oe . The algorithm has t hree main stag s. These are (1)
identification of Ae and A p, (2)

paration of Me and Oe, and (3) egm ntation of

identified sets. Th se three st ages are discussed below.
1. Through an el ment by el ment compari on t he clo st points of t h two laser
scans can be identified and removed. This operation can be de ri bed as a

L

op ration as described in (4. 3), assuming that t he clo est element are common
elements in the sets Le and Lp.

(L eU L p) - (Len L p)

= Oe U Me

(4.3)

U Ne

Be

U OpUMpU

p

Bp

2. Algorithm 2 can be used to furt her identify the sets Me and Oe from Be . This
algorithm uses th second observation in section 4.3.1 to identify M e, Oe , M p
and O p from Be and B p. The rest of scan data in Be and Bp that doe not
belong to those four sets can b classified into

e and

p,

r sp ctively.

3. T h identified sets Me Oe and Ae may have zero ( mpty s L) or mar
4

on-

Algorithm 2 Algorithm to ident ify Me in Be
Require: Be =I= 0 and B p =I= 0
1: Initializ Me, Mp, Ne, Np, Oe and Op = 0
2: for Each element Bb, in Be do
3:
if :3 a B~ in B p t hat is close to scan line of Bb then
4:
if Bb < B~ then
5:
Op +--- Op + B~ and Me+--- Me+ Bb
6:
end if
7:
if Bb > B~ then
8:
Mp +--- Mp + B~ and Oe +--- Oe + Bb
9:
end if
10:
else
11:
N e +--- N e + Bb
12:
end if
13: end for
14: Np+-Bp-Op-Mp
tinuous segments of readings. A continuous segment is a string of consecutive
readings. Usually in a laser scan , a continuous segm nt r pres nts a single object. During this step cont inuous segments within ach set ar identified. For
example, in Fig. 4. 1, G and H are continuous segments of t he reading set Op.
The

gmented sets will be repre ented by the superscript s and it can have

zero or more continuous segments. For example, Of,= {G, H} .

4.3.3

Parameter selection

The following parameters have to be carefully chosen for proper op ration of t he
moving object detection algorithm.
The effective time interval between laser data, D..t : The data acquisition time
from t he laser range finder is denoted as bt, which is a constant for a given
sensor and t he computer. The D..t can be chosen to be nbt (n is any positive
integer), where n has to be cho n accord ing to the minimum relative velocity
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that has to be detected , as defined in (4.5).
Closest point d etect ion t hreshold, D.dc: In order to ident ify t he stationary objects, t he laser data points that are closer to each other have to be detected .
The closest points can be easily defined as follow : if a point in the current
scan is closer to a data point in t he previous scan by a t hreshold D.dc, t hen t he
points are id ntified as represent ing stationary points in their respective laser
scans. However , due to the projective nature of t he laser beam , the distance
between two consecutive laser points at different ranges changes linearly with
the range. Therefore a fixed threshold would not suffice for t he detection of t he
closest points, as t he points that are fur ther away have greater s paration than
t h points that are closer to the scann r. T hus a variable value for the D.dc is
cho en based on:

D.dc = k tan(7r /360)T

(4.4)

where 1r / 360 is the resolution of t he laser r is t h range to the fir t laser point
and k is a sui tably chosen tuning parameter to counter t he noi

levels in the

scanner readings. Once the stationary scan points have been ident ified the
laser readings have to be grouped in segments. A series of consecut ive laser
readings that is spaced by less than a t hreshold with each of it neighbors is
identified as a segment. Since t he sam spacing propert ies as above are applied
in selecting a threshold, a similar variable threshold is chosen for segmentation
wi th a different t uning parameter k .
T h e m inim u m size of the mov ing object T he objects that are further away from
the scanner are represented as smaller objects (in the number of laser data
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points) than the objects closer to the laser. Also the noise levels increase with
range (property of the laser range find er). Therefore a fixed threshold is selected
for the minimum number of laser points that is needed in a segment to label it
as a valid segment (not noisy).
The separation of a moving object in the world frame between two laser scans is
directly related to the magnitude of the relative velocity between t he object and the
robot. Based on the above parameters, the minimum detectable relative velocity of
an object will be:

(4.5)

4.3.4

Moving Object Detection

After achieving the final segmentation, the next objective is to accurately and completely identify the moving object. Generally, the segments in Me represent moving
objects. However, there are instances where Me either represents only a part of the
moving object or not represent any moving objects (Me

= ¢ ), when actually there

are moving objects present in the laser scans. To facilitate a development of a systematic algorithm to completely recover the moving object, the following possible case
scenarios are enumerated along with their properties.
1. Case 1: (Object is perfectly separ ate in two scans)

Fig. 4.2 provides an example of this case. The complete object is represented
by Me , and as such no further processing is required.
2. Case 2: (Object is only partially separated in two scans)
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Figure 4.2: Perfectly separated object positions.
Fig. 4.3 provides an example of this case. Only part of the object is represented
by M(;. Also in this particular case it is observed that one continuous segment
in 0 (; belongs to the moving object. This is a common observation when scans
are taken with a higher sampling time or when the object itself is moving slowly.

Object at time, tk.J , ~-'

-'*

Scan
Direction
X(m)

Object at time, tk

Figure 4.3: Partially separated object positions.

3. Case 3: (Object moving away from scanner)
An example of an object moving away from the scanner is provided in Fig. 4.4.
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As can be seen in the figure, the moving object will be completely missing in the

M(: but will be represented by a segment in 0 (; . T herefore it can be concluded
that, if the set M(:

= ¢, with 0 (; =f. ¢, then a segment in t he 0(; will correspond

to the actual moving object. However , when M(:

=f.

¢, it cannot be concluded

that a moving object is completely missing from M(:; for example, when t here
is more than one moving object and only one of them moves away from the
scanner. In such a case M(:

=f.

¢, but there will be one missing moving object

in M(:.

ObJ>·ect at'7\
time, t,.~ _ ___
I ' .-

--

': // , / /

Object at time, t,

~ ~~K

Scan
Direction

~~o,_ _

---

--

X(m)

Figure 4.4: Obj ect moving away from t he scanner.
4. Case 4: (Object moving towards t he scanner)
This is the opposite of case 3 and M(: will represent the complete moving object.
Thus, this is similar to case 1 and no furt her processing is required.
5. Case 5: (Lateral movement wit h minimum or no radial movement) In this case,

M(: only has a part ial representation of t he moving object. T he missing part of
the moving object will belong to the continuous segment set, A(;. .
From the above five cases it is clear that in some cases straight forward segmentation would not yield the complete movmg object. In cases 2, 3 and 5 further
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Figure 4.5: Partial laterally separated object po itions.
processing is n cessary to recover the complete object. It hould be noted that the
issues relating to false positives are relevant to all five cases. Of all th cases, t he
3rd case is t he most difficult to resolve, e pecially in the pre ence of false positives
and/or multipl moving objects. In order to r solve t he 2nd and 5th cases a set join
operation i d fin d.
D efinition: (Join of two continuous egment sets, Join(A ,B )) Wh n eit her end of a
continuous segm nt of set A is ad quately lose to either end of a continuou segment
of set B, they are joined and plac d in the et A replacing the contribu ting element
of set A. The joined segment is del ted from the second set in order to avoid repeated
join of the sam

egment in set B with multiple segments in s t A.

The abov operation can be iteratively appli d until there is no reduction in the
number of segments in set B. Generally, one pass could prop rly reconnect most of
the disconnected segm nts. Algorithm 3 is applied to recov r the complete moving
objects that belong to cases 2 and 5.
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Algorithm 3 Recover the complete M(;
1: if M(; # <P then
2:
M(; f-- Join(M(;, A 0)
3:
M(; f-- Join(M(; 0 (:)
4: end if
The first statement connects the s gments in M(; with the segments in A 0 and
the second connects from 0 (:. A 0 is joined first, since in the s cond case there could
be segments in A 0 that represent the moving objects in crossing points between the
scans of the moving objects.
Algorithm 4 can be used to recover the moving object when M(; is empty (in some
instances of case 3). It should be noted that this method is suscepLible Lo introducing
false positives from the segments in 0(: that correspond to stationary objects. As a
rule for implementation, this algorithm should be used when only one moving object
is present in the environment. This single moving object condition can be detected
from the number of segments in 0 (:.

Algorithm 4 Replace M(;
1: if M(; = 0 and 0(: # 0 t he n
2:
M(; f-- 0 (:
3: end if

4 .3.5

Ex p erimental R esults

This section provides the results of the object detection algorithm described in this
section. In each of these experiments 50 scans are acquired in approximately 10
seconds. Each laser scan is taken with a field of view of 180° at a resolution of 0.5°.
The laser remained stationary during all the experiments. When laser readings are
closer than 10cm to each other , they are assumed to correspond to the arne object.
Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 show the final results of the segmentation algorithm . As an be seen,
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the algorithm shows acceptable results in recovering the compl te object scenarios
relevant to cas s 2 and 5.
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Figure 4.6: T he detection of a moving object similar to case 2. (a) Two laser scans.
(b) Detected moving object.

4.4

Moving Object Detection and Position Calculation

Once the laser segments are identified they have to be labeled according to the object that they r present, either moving or stationary. When the moving objects are
isolated from the laser segments, the object positions (centroid of the foot print of
the object) have to be calculated for the purposes such as velocity estimation .

4 .4.1

Moving Object Position Calculation

The position of moving objects is estimated from all the recovered information that i
available in the form of scan segments. In order to support any higher level functions
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Figure 4.7: Th detection of a moving object similar to case 5. (a) T wo laser scans.
(b) Detected moving object.
relat d to moving objects their position has to be accurately calculated. T he most
common method for object posit ion calculation is to estimate t he centroid of the
foot print of the object based on t he laser data, where the object position can be
calculated dir ctly using t he current data corresponding to the object. As the laser
range find er always observes only one side of t he obj ect at any given time, this meLhod
will only yield an approximate posit ion estimate. If the object is observed over a
long p riod of time or the object is actively observed , the complete object can be
reconstructed using the data from scanning mulLiple directions.
In this work the object posiLion is recovered by constructing Lh sim ple conv x hull
of the laser readings in each segment in M(;. Also, M(; might contain false positives
that may app ar as very shor t segments compared to the actual objects. T hus, the
segments that are below a predefin d size threshold are ignored . Threshold value
must be selected wi th careful consideration to the nature of the moving objects in
terms of their size and their distance to the scanner. Once the convex hulls of the
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select ed scans segments are construct ed, the actual object posit ion can be considered
to be at the cent roid of the convex hull. Accuracy of t he object position will depend
on the shape and size of the moving object . Therefore it is very difficult to quantify
the absolute uncertainty of the object position from th observed data . Fig. 4.8
shows an example of a segmented object, its convex hull, and the estimated position,
along with a view of the real obj ect from the scanner.
Alternatively, the object position can be calculated using the bounding rectangle
of the laser segment data. T his method usually allows for greater accuracy (through
overestimation of the object area) than t he convex hull. Therefore in the results
shown in the next section bounding rectangles are used to display the position of the
obj ect.

y

Bounding Rectangle

Convex Hull

Object Position
(Centroid)

Direction

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.8: (a) The final moving object segment, its centroid of the convex hull
(calculated object posit ion) and t he bounding rectangle. (b) T he actual view of t he
object.

4.4.2

Experimental Results

This section shows some examples of t he t racking results obtained with people moving
in the field-of-view of the moving robot . The laser scanning plane is located about
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35cm above ground level. Thus when a person walks acros the field of view only t he
legs are visible as two different moving obj ects. In this case two results are shown
with a person moving across the field of view. In the first result in Figure 4.9 th
person is moving close to the robot (1.5m- 2.5m) and as can be seen from the figure,
the two legs are visible from t ime to time as each leg becomes occluded by the other
in the walking gait . The data is acquired at 5Hz (C::.t

= 200ms) and for closest point

detection a threshold of 5cm is used. The black stars in F igure 4.9 r present t h
possibl torso position of the person when the scan segm nts from th two legs are
available. The second result (Figure 4. 10) is similar to t he first result but the person is
walking about 5m away from the robot. From both results it is clear that th two legs
of the person are not always detected. Apart from the obvious reason of occlusion,
the other main reason is t hat the two legs of a person move at varying velocities
during th gait . Therefore, when the velocity is below th minimum detectable, the
leg will b undetectable.

4 .5

Conc lusion

In t his chapter a general moving object detection algori t hm was presented. The algorithm uses some specific properties of the laser scan data corresponding to moving
objects to successfully detect them. The proposed algorithm can be u ed to detect
multiple moving objects from a moving platform in a dynamic environment. Additionally, in comparison to other methods, the proposed algorithm has the ability
to recover the complete moving object when the object is moving at a low relative
velocity and when the object is moving sideways with resp ct to the scan direction.
Through parameter tuning the detectable minimum relative velocity can be adj ust d
to suit the application. The resul ts shows that the proposed algorithm can be used
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to successfully track generic objects such as legs of a human in structured indoor
environment. In regular SLAM implementations the environment (or the landmarks)
is assumed to be stationary. Therefore, apart from the direct use of moving object
detection and tracking, t he propos d method can be used as a data preproces ing
step in regular SLAM applications to remove t he data related Lo the moving objects
from the sensor data. This type of preproces ing will aid in improving th stability of
the SLAM filters by preventing any possibl moving landmarks from corrupting t he
data structur s.

9

Chapter 5
Active Control and Robot Parking
Almo t all localization and mapping techniques that have been proposed to date have
a resul ting level of uncertainty for robot pose and map

timation. However, at Lhe

end of a navigation task, the robot might need to be preci ely positioned to carry out
an as igned task, such as pick and place or park. This chapter details a vi ual servoing
control strategy to ov rcome the limitations in the po itioning accuracy onsidering
the nonholonomic nature of the robot and the field of view limitations of the robot.

5.1

Introduction

Automated parking systems have been an important issue in robotic research [114,
115, 116] . Recently automated parking systems have been developed to automate
large scale parking garages. Although they ar mostly pallet placing for space fficiency, more autonomous parking methods are rapidly a growing concern for many
users. Pa rticularly when robots (automated vehicles) are operated autonomously,
parking will become an important issu for a variety of reasons: to replenish energy
supply (battery charging, refueling), precise alignment against a giv n targ t for rna-
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terialloading, or parking in idle for a new task assignment. In the majority of cases
the robot is required to align precisely with a predefined spatial configuration (target
pose).
In the past the automated parking problem has been addressed using a variety
of techniques. Much of the initial research was related to design of low level robot
controllers, where the control objective was to move the robot autonomously along a
preplanned trajectory [117]. Such controllers require the robot to be supplied with
precise pat h information (or a trajectory). Furthermore, the system requires accurate
feedback information of the robot position for the cont roller to estimate its tracking
error. Estimation, or acquiring feedback position information, or precise robot localization using odometry data, is a challenging task [118, 8] . Recent ly research has
fo cused on developing more reactive parking techniques using exteroceptive sensors
such as computer vision [28 , 29, 30, 31 , 32, 26 , 27]. These vision based methods use
image plane measurements to align the robot with a given reference configuration.
The reference configuration is either defined in a world coordinate system relative to
the parking station or in an image plane. The robot uses feedback control strategies
to achieve the control objectives. Some key requirements of an automated parking
system will be: (1) the robot must be able to begin its parking behaviour from any
position given its sensors have t he capability to recognize the parking station; (2) the
parking system must be able to park the robot in a unique pose while providing the
required level of accuracy for the application; (3) the robot must maintain t he parking station in its field of view during the whole parking process; and (4) the parking
system should be able to overcome the nonholonomic nature of the robot.
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5.1.1

Relat ed Work

The probl m of vision based parking belongs to the general research area of nonholonomic visual servoing [23, 24]. In vi ual servoing the feedback control loop is driven
using the response measurements observed using a camera. Th feedback system is
based on eit her using direct image-based (IBVS) measurements or position bas d
visual servoing (PBVS) [23]. In PBVS, image measurements are used to calculate
the position error of the robot pose in a global coordinate system. This method
requires transformation of image measurements calculated in pixel units into pos
estimation in distance units. The estimated pose error will be u ed in the feedback
control law. Generally, pose estimation is a three-dimensional image interpretation
scheme, and errors accumulated in the estimation processes can lead to erroneous
pose estimates [23]. In IBVS the error is measured in image plane (in pixels) and is
directly u ed in t he rror driven control law. Thus, in visual servoing IBVS is preferred over PBVS since it avoids any errors that can be introduc d during the position
estimation. An inherent drawback in IBVS is that all image f atur s are required to
be maintained within the field of view of the camera throughou t th

ontrol process

unless t here is r dundancy built into the feature set.
Differentially driven mobile robots have nonholonomic constraints [24, 54]; i.e.
a robot cannot move sideways. Furth r, the limited field of view in vision systems
generally impo s an additional constraint on the control law. T hus, image based
visual servoing of mobile robots is a challenging task under the limited number of
degrees of freedom (usually two) and th limited field-of-view available in the vision
system. For nonholonomic robots visual servoing can be applied for path following,
or it can b used to align the robot wit h a given pose (parking) . Continuous grou nd
curves (a lin on the ground or other complex paths like road ) are the most commonly
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selected feature type in robot path following [25 , 55, 56] where robots use th m in
the nvironment to continuously align t hemselves. In parking techniqu s, the robot is
aligned with a fixed set of features, so that the robot will satisfy a predefined control
objective [28, 31] . Robot parking controllers g nerally belong to either conventional
continuous controllers or hybrid controllers.
With conventional controllers [26, 27] the robot is aligned to a set of features
seen by the camera using smooth control of robot velocity. The typical issues in the
continuous controllers include: the convergence of the solutions when starting from
an arbitrary robot pose [26], and inabili ty to obtain a unique fin al position

[27].

These problems arise due to the nonholonomi nature of the robots and the limi ted
field of view of the camera. Some improvements have been reported in vision-based
parking controllers u ing intelligent control techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural
networks [33, 34, 35, 36]. Generally, fuzzy logic and neural network based controllers
perform satisfactorily, but they do not guarantee convergence. Also, each time there
is a change in the appearance of the parking station , the controller has to be manually
trained to accommodate the new appearance.
In contrast, hybrid controller allow the robot velocities to be controlled in a
discontinuous manner. In hybrid controllers, a finite state machine is used to d fin e
a set of tates to reflect mult iple operational contexts in a rob otic task. Each state
can be equipped with its own control algorithm. Hence, multiple switching control
algorithms give rise to discontinuous control of the robot velocities. Most vision based
hybrid controllers [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] use thi property to overcome nonholonomi
and field of view constraints [54] of the system. Therefore in this research hybrid
control strategy was chosen in the design of a new parking controller. Lyapunov
techniques [57] have been widely adopted in hybrid clos d-loop parking controllers
[28 , 29, 30, 32]. Limitations of the past hybrid methods include: the rapid switching
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behaviour around the parking position (zeno behaviour) [28, 31]; partial utilization
of the availabl field of view of th camera [32 , 31]; and not explicitly addressing
the field of view constraints of the cam era [29 , 30]. In other related works on vision
based robot parking, [119] presents an optical flow based robot docking controller
while [120] presents a controller based on the potential fields. The method presented
in [119] is only capable of parking perpendicular to a vert ical surface and therefore
has limited applicability in precision parking applications.

5.1.2

Motivation

With an IBVS based control law, that is dependent only on the image-plane measurement (in pixels), the user will have the ability to provide image-plane templates
(reference images) for achieving required parking behavior. As t he control strategy
employs a finit state automaton, the system can be extended to facilitate many other
servoing tasks such as behavior based integrated navigation systems [1 7].
In order to perform efficient image based parking, a novel vision based, locally
convergent control system is developed. The hybrid cont rol solution succes fully
overcomes the nonholonomic and field- of view constraints of th robot and cam ra,
respectively. Additionally, the controller maximally utilizes the available field of view
of the camera. Experimental results demonstrate the convergence of the robot to the
parking position without any oscillations. Further, t he parking controller shows a
high accuracy in the parking posit ion as demonstrated by the repeatability tests.
Section 5.2 provides the preliminaries of the parking system and image-plane measurements. In section 5.3 the proposed cont rol strategy is pres nted. Section 5.4
analyzes the convergence properties of the proposed system. S ction 5.5 provides the
details of th experimental implementation and t he results.
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5. 2
5.2.1

Visual Servoing System
Parking Station

The objective of the parking system is to move t he robot, so that the current view
of the parking station accurately align with the reference parking station. An image
pattern having three distinct features is used as the parking station. A minimum of
three features is required to define a unique robot parking position in front of the
parking station. As shown in Fig. 5.1(a) the t hree features ar e horizontally aligned
and equally spaced. The reference imag taken at the parking station has features
at positions [ u~, u;, u3], measured from the left edge of th image, and Ar is t he
overall width of the parking station in image plane. A centered configuration i
chosen to allow for better utilization of the field of view of the camera. Fig. 5.1 (b)
shows a typical parking station configuration as seen by the camera. The features are
extracted using a series of image processing techniques and the error measurements
are evaluated by comparing t he features against the reference image. It should be
noted t hat A,

f1

and

h

are scalar quantities and are always positive. The values

of e/s have a positive sign in the direction shown in Fig. 5.1(b). EA is defin ed as
the difference between the current overall width of the parking station (A) and the
required (reference) width (A r):

Parking condition The robot is considered 'parked' if the following condition holds
true.
(5.1)
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Figure 5. 1: Reference and actual image of the parking station
where 8A and 8u are threshold values (in pixels) which can be adj usted to achieve an
acceptable accuracy of the parking condition. This parking condition corresponds to
a region around the desired final robot pose. The area of this region ( and hence the
accuracy of parking) can be adj usted using b'u and 8A to sui t the application.

5.2.2

Robot and camera model

The robot pose is defined as

X

= [x , y, e]T . Further, a difFerentially driven robot

model is selected with the heading velocity vk and rotational velocity wk as its control
inputs (Fig. 5.2) .
The robot model can be mathematically expressed as

x = v cos(¢)
iJ = v sin (¢)

(5.2)

¢=w.
Further, the feature positions in the image plane can be derived assuming a pinhole
camera model.
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Figure 5.2: Differentially driven robot model.

u1

= Ap tan(r- fJ2) + ~

u 2 = .>-ptan(r)

+~

(5.3)

u 3 = .>-ptan(r + fJ1) + ~
where >- is the fo cal length, pis the number of pixels per meter and W is the width
of the image in pixels. Also "(, (31 , and (32 are as defined in Fig. 5.9. The principal
point of the camera is assumed to be at the rotational axis of ihe robot and the optical
axis of the camera is assumed to be parallel to the heading velocity of the robot.

5.2.3

Overall Vision- Based Control System

As shown in Fig. 5.3, the overall objective of the vision- based control system is to
park the robot at a desired position in front of the parking station. Fig. 5.4 shows
the overall block diagram of the closed loop control system. The hybrid controller
uses the image plane measurements resulting from image processing to produce the
control command of the robot (heading and rotational velocities). The markers on
the parking station are identified and segmented using a set of image processing and
analyzing steps. Then , the horizontal centroid position of each marker is measured
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from the segmented blobs. Finally, the hybrid controller uses the measured image
plane values t o generate the final robot commands.
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Figure 5.4: Overall block diagram of t he control system.

5.2.4

Assumptions

The following assumptions are used to enable the robot to observe the parking station
in a compatible manner with t he camera model used in the defini tion of t he controller.
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It is important to note that t hese assumptions are general requirements. As such,
apart from approximate alignments, no additional effort is taken to satisfy t hem in
the implementation described in Section 5.5.
1. Features are at approximately the same h ight as th horizontal optical axis of

the camera.
2. The robot operates on a flat fioor.
3. The camera is fixed and the optical axis is approximately parallel to the heading
velocity.
4. At the start, the parking station is within the field-of-view of the camera.

5.3

Control Strategy

The control strategy proposed in this section is mainly mot ivated by behavior-based
robotics [17]. Behavior- based robotics provide many biologically inspired intelligent
control techniques for mobile robot navigation. Following the principles of behaviorbased robotics, the proposed method provides close coupling between sensory information and motor control using simple mathematical relationships. Specifically, a
finite state machin (FSM) is used at the heart of the parking control system Lo
provide the context (state) of operation (relationship between sensory information
and motor speed) based on the current sensory information and t he progr ss of Lhe
parking process. Thus, a state in th discrete part of the hybrid system encapsulates
a particular continuous control scenario.

10

5.3.1

Finite State Machine

The FSM proposed for the parking system is based on the intuitive forward and
reverse motion that is observed during regular parking operations. The FSM has four
states and five transitions. Three states represent active controllers, while the oth r
state represents the termination state. The FSM can be mathematically represent d
as:

FSM = (X E ,a ,xo ,Xm),

(5 .4)

wh re X denotes the state set; E denotes the finite event set; a : E x X

---+

X

~

X

denotes the state transition functions ; x 0 E X denotes the initial stat ; and Xm

denotes the terminating (or marked) states set. Fig. 5.5 shows the FSM designed to
solve the parking problem and the complete FSM can be represented as follows.

X

{St , F , R, Sp}

E

{ci I i = 1 .. . 5}

a

{ (St, EI)
(R , £5)
{ ai

--t

--t

F, (St, £2)

F, (R CJ)

--t

--t

R, (F c4)

---+

St,

Sp}

I i = 1 . . . 5}

Xo

{ St}

Xm

{Sp}·

When the robot controller enters a particular state it will first execute t he initialization functions. During initialization the controller will initialize the data structure
related to the current state and will make any requir d addi t ional measurements.
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Figure 5.5: Proposed finite state machine
Following initialization, the robot will execute the core functionality of the state in a
loop structure which is governed by the motor control algorithm. Once the exit conditions related to the state are satisfied, it will terminate the stat e by first execu ting
the termination functions, and then flagging the transition event,

Ei ·

Termination

functions usually include the memory cleanup operations and measurem nL updaLes
to facilitate the proper operation of the next state.

5.3.2

Details of the States

This section provides the operational details of each state. It should be noted that
all kis are sui tably chosen control parameters.

Start ( St) State

In the start state, the robot will be oriented so that the feature in the center (P2) of
the parking station aligns with the center feature in the reference image (PI). Th n
it will switch the control of the robot to either For R state depending on the relative
size of the parking station in the current image.
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Algor ithm 5 s t ar t ( )
1: init: none
2: during:
3: w hile le2 l > bu do
4:
v = 0;
5:
w = - k1e2; II proport ional control ler
6: e nd w hile
7: if EA < 0 then
8:
exit event = E1;
9:
goto exit:
10: else
11 :
exit event = E2;
12:
goto exit:
13: end if
14: exit:
15: h = u2- u1;
16: !2 = u3 - u2;
Forwa rd (F) State
When the control! r is in t his state, depending on the sign of the value (!1 -h) , it
will align a side feature a distance of c pixels from the edge of the image while moving
towards the parking station (Fig. 5.6). The distance c (> 0) define a virt ual edge of
the image a nd it will ensure that t he features of the parking station always remain
within the field- of view of the camera. The objective of t he angular veloci ty control
law is to force the error , e, to zero, as shown in Fig. 5.6. The robot will xit this state
when t he uncontrolled side feature is le s than c pixels away from t he other edge.
It is always desirable to have a larger turn of the robot (fast transient response)

when t he robot tarts from a position away from they-axis. How v r , when the value
of c is relatively high the turn angle of the robot is constrained to a lower valu .
Proof of t his property is shown in section 5.4. Under t hose circumstances th valu
of c needs to be lower when the robot will have the ability to turn in a large angle
while maintaining t he parking station in t he field of view of the image. As shown
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Algorithm 6 forward()
init: none
2: during:
1:

3:
4:

5:
6:

if

!1 < h then
II Fig . 5(a)
while W - u 3 > c do
V

= Vc;

w = k2 e; II proportional controller
8:
end while
9: else
7:

10:
11:
12:

13:
14:
15 :

II Fig . 5(b)
while u 1 > c do

= Vc;
w = -k2 e; II proportional controller
V

end while
end if

exit event =
17: exit: none
16:

E4 ;

w
c ;

e

Actual images

w

;

:e

r--+;+-------+ 1

•• • •
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c

I

/ , >h.
e = W- u 3 - c
(b)

Figure 5.6: The control scenarios in forward state. The corresponding control error
is labeled as e. (a) If t he robot starts with x > 0. (b) If t he robot starts with x < 0.
(the global x-y reference fram e is defin d in F ig. 5.7)
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in Fig. 5. 7 the robot will take path Q3 when the value of c is low r and Q4 when c
is higher. Cl arly it is advantageou to hav a path similar to Q3 to obtain faster
converg nc . However , faster turning (convergence) leads to overshoot and oscillation
near the y-axi as hown in path Q1 of Fig. 5. 7, which can b avoided by using a larg r
c value to obtain a pat h similar to Q2 . In order to preserve both these properties t he
parameter c i adaptively changed as shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Th effe t of overste ring in th forward state on th final position.
and Q3 a re desirable robot path while Q1 and Q 4 are und sirable.
When th robot is on the y-axi with the c nter featur aligned
the robot start ing position mov

away from they-axis

III - hi

.h - h = 0.

Q2

When

will in rease. This

observation can b u ed to adaptively change the value of c. In order to calculate
the value of c at the start of each forward motion , the proportional relation hip
!12 = klf1- h i i defin ed. In Fig. 5. t he maximum for j 12 can be ob rved by placing

the robot at extreme angles that are po ibl in a given cenario. The maxi mum for c,
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Cmax, is set using the maximum allowed valu of

(W- Ar) / 2. FurLher , the

Cmax valu

can be tuned by trial runs of the forward move so that the robot effici ntly converg
to the parking po ition without any over hoot from starting po itions t hat are closer
to the y-axis. The minimum for c

Cmin

has to be adjusted so t hat t he robot does not

bump into the parking station from starting positions away from Lh y-ax1s.
c
(pixels)
-

Cmin

Allowable maximum for c

-- --- -----~---Observed

0

Max imum

~2

(pixels)

Figure 5. : The relationship b etw n c and 1!12 1. The allowable maximum for c is
defined assuming that the parking station appears symmetric in the imag s when th
robot is a t the exact parking condition (5u = 0).

Reverse (R) State
During the r ver

state th robot will move away from Lhe parking sLation while

aligning th center feature (P 2) with th corresponding featur in th reference frame

(PI) . The reverse tate is essential to move the parking station uffi iently inside
the image to facilitate the next forward move. Additionally, whil the robot is in the
reverse stat , it will monitor the parking condition. The robot will exit the reverse
state when th robot is parked or when the overall size of the parking configuration
is less t ha n a predefined value,

Amin·
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Algorithm 7 reverse()
1: init: none
2: during:
3: while (NOT A < Amin ) OR parked do
4:

5:
6:
7:

8:

9:
10:
11:

12:

V

=

-Vr;

w = -k1 e2 ; I I proportional controller
end while
if A < Amin AND ( NOT parked) then
xit vent = t: 5 ;
else if parked then
exit event = t: 3 ;
end if
exit: none

Stop (Sp) State
The robot will come to a halt after a successful parking at the stop state.

Algorithm 8 stop ()
1: init: none
2: during: none
3: exit:
4: v = 0
5: w = 0

5.4

Analysis of Convergence

In t his section the convergence properties of the controller are evaluated. The proof
of convergence is provided in two stages. In t he first step it is shown t hat the robot
converge to a region (Rt in Fig. 5.9) abou t t he final position. At the beginning of
this process, if the robot starts outside the region, it will move into the region and if
it starts wit hin the region it will remain in t he same region . In the second stage it
is shown that through the modulation of the controller parameter c, the region Rt is
minimized until the final t hresholds are satisfied.
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5 .4. 1

Proof o f conve rgence

This section establishes the convergence of the controller. Before analyzing the convergence of the controller, the general operational characteristics and some auxiliary
properties are presented. Depending on the initial error in overall size (EA) of the
parking station, t he robot either starts moving forward or reverses. Ini tially, t he tart
state will align the robot with the center feature (e 2 = 0) in the parking station. Then
during the exit from the start state it will measure the

h

and

h

values, which are

then used to adjust the c value. If EA < 0 the robot will start to move forward , with
the value of c calculated at the exit of the start state. When t he robot exits from
the forward state it will switch to the start state and align the center feature. After
measuring the new values of h and hand calculating the new c, the robot will switch
into reverse state (EA > 0) . During the reverse motion the controller will attempt to
keep the center feature of the parking station properly align d (e 2

= O) while traveling

in a radial straight line. When the parking station appears to be suffici ntly small
the robot will switch to the forward state. At t he forward state the robot will move
forward with the latest c value. Additionally, during the reverse motion the robot will
evaluate the parking condition. This cycle would continue until the robot conv rges
to the d fined position.
As described in section 5.3.2, if t he robot starts to move forward from a starting
position very close to y-axis with a low c value, it would steer into the other side of
y-axis. In order to capture this behavior of the robot with a low c value, the following
definition is introduced.

D efinit ion (R egion Rt, see Fig. 5.9) If the robot (with a fixed c (<

Cmax)

value)

starts to move forward from a point in the region Rt, it will terminate the forward
move at a point inside the region

Rt

and the subsequent reverse motion will al o
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terminate at a point inside the region Rt . The region

Rt is defin ed by the value dB.

While the robot is maneuvering through the forward and reverse cycles, it should
stop at the extreme ends to switch between states. The following two properties
establish the fact that condit ions set in t he forward and rever e tate guarantee t he
state switches.
Prope rty 1 The robot would not reverse b yond the curve C 1 . L t

T

be the straight

line distance from the center feature (P2 ) to the camera when the center feature
is properly aligned (e2

= 0) . Then assuming the pinhole camera model , at any

given position

where

Ar

and

Tr

are the reference values of

A

and

T

respectively. Also , the

apparent size of the parking station is always greater than a predefined minimum
A min·

A > Amin

also when

A = Ami n

T

gains its maximum value,

Tmax

Tmax·

> r-which definesC1 .

Thu ,

(5 .5)

Property 2 The robot would not trav 1 over the boundary C 2 as the apparent size

of th parking station would become larger than allowed in a given forward
move. The Same arguments as in th case of Property 1 can be used with the
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fact A < W - 2c to show that r has a bounded minimum, r min which defines

The region of attraction of the controller is defined by four boundaries, C 1 , C2 , C 3
and C4 . Property 1 and 2 establish boundaries C 1 and C 2 . The parking station will
appear to be smaller at the extreme values of B. Therefore, the boundaries C3 and

c4

(symmetrically placed about the y-axis) are defined by the ability of the vision

system to robustly identify the parking station.
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Figure 5.9: Typical robot position and oscillation envelope about they-axis.

T heorem 5.4 .1 When the robot is outside the region R 1 (in Fig. 5. 9) , at the end of
every forward move, the robot comes onto a radial line representing a lower
than at the beginning of the forward move. i.e. IB(k)l > IB (k
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+ 1)1

e value

Proof Let's assume that the robot starts from the left side of the y-axis. At the
b eginning of the start motion the center feature (?2 ), is aligned with the feature P{.
Also by definition of the controller, the robot will move forward only if

T hus,

W-A

Using the fact that by the definition

W-Ar

>

2

Cma.x

2
'-v-"

> c at all t imes,

W - 2c >A.

In this case

h =

h >h

and A =

4+ c; where c; > 0.

h + h,

therefore

h

=

4, which can be also written as,

From Fig. 5.1,

u3

Using

h<

(5.6)

=

w

2 +h.

4+ c;,
U3

A

=

W+A
2

= 2u3 -

-c; .

W

+ 2c;.

-

c > c;.

(5.7)

Using (5.6) and (5.7) it can be shown that

e = W - u3

From the definition of the forward state, when the robot starts from the left hand
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side of the y-axis,

Thus, with a positive k2 , at the start of the forward move w > 0, i.e. the robot
always moves to the right side of line £ 1 in Fig. 5.9. To complete the proof one has
to show that when the robot starts moving forward from the right side of line £ 1 , it
never moves over the line to the other side before it stops moving forward. While th
control is in the forward state, the most right feature P3 is maintained at a distance
c from the right dge.

U3

=W -

A tan (!+ {31 )
1 + {31 = arctan (

+

C

w=W

2

w, - ~)
pA

2pA

- c

= constant.

(5.8)

Thus, during the forward motion the value of 1+ {31 is required to be maintained a t
a constant value. When the controller attains the desired value for u3 (i.e. W - c) , 1
reaches its maximum value. As the robot approaches the parking station {31 increases
and thus 1 decreases to maintain the condition specified in (5.8).
If the robot is to cross t he line L 1 it should have a negative 1 value and the robot

should be able to attain this value early in the forward travel. However, from (5. )
and the preceding explanation this is clearly not true. Hence, at the end of each
forward move the robot decreases the value of B.

I

As shown in Theorem 4.1 , when t he robot reaches t he end of the forward mov
it will b at a position with a lower () value than at the end of the previous forward
move. At t he end of the forward travel, the robot will switch back to start state, align
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l
the center feature, and measure the values

h

and

h

in order t o calculate c using (as

defined in section 5.3.2),

(5.9)
Using the pinhole camera model, (5. 9) can b e expanded to

At the end of the forward motion t he two side features are approximately at the
same distance from the edges of the image. Hence it can be assumed that the curve C2
is an approxima te semicircle with the middle feature as its center and wit h a radius
of Tmi n · When t he center feature is aligned (e 2

I tan ({J1 )

_

= 0), it can be easily shown that
2

tan

({J ) I _ 2d sin(e) cos( e)
2 -

(5. 10)

. 2( ) _ 2
d2 sm
r m in

e

where d is the separation of the features in t he parking station in meters and

rmin

is the minimum approach distance as shown in Fig. 5.9.
The typical behavior of the I t an(fJJ)- tan ({J2) 1 around 0 ::;
Fig. 5.10(a) d = 0.12m and

I tan ({J1 ) - tan (,82 )1 behaves

Tmin

e < 60° is shown in

= 0.2m. As it is shown in Fig. 5. 10(a), function

as a monotonically increasing function until abou t 45°.

Addit ionally, Fig. 5. 10(b) shows the variation of t he maximum of t he I tan ({J1 )
tan ({J2)1 with respect to d and
d and

r min ,

the maximum of

is confined to a maximum

Tmin

-

and it can be seen t hat for all practical values of

e has a minimum of around 45°.

e of approximately 15°.

Usually the region Rt

Hence, it can be concluded that

the function behaves as a monotonically increasing function within practical limits d
and

T m in ·
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Figure 5.10: Properties of I tan(/31 ) - tan(/32)1. (a) The behavior of I tan(fJI ) - tan(/32)1
with d = 0.12m and r min = 0.2m and (b) the plot of the maximum of efor the practical
limits of d and rmin ·
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Using (5. 10) , (5.9) can be rewritten in the form
= -k k)..
s

C

2

12d sin( B) cos( B) I
d2 Sill
. 2 (B) - r 2min + Cmax.

(5.11)

Using the fact that the first term in the right hand side of (5.11) is a monotonically
increasing function in all practical limits, it can be shown that

lim kskA 12d2 sin( e) cos( B) I = 0
d2 sin 2(B) - r 2mm
.

8->0

Therefore,
lim C =

8->0

Cmax·

Theorem 5.4.2 As the value of c increases from its initial value to the maximum,

the area of the region Rt will shrink to zero.

lim dB = 0
C~Cmax

Proof Let's assume that t he robot starts from the right side of the y-axis. From

Fig. 5.8,

Also from the error calculation in the control law (Fig. 5.6),

(5.12)
The control objective at the forward move is to align the left feature (P1 ), to a position
of distance c from the edge (i.e. u 1 ~c). Thus, when the control obje tive is satisfied
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(5.12) will b come
(5. 13)
Also from the pin hole camera model,

In the region Rt (i.e. close to y axis), the difference in the value of

/3 1

and

/32

will

become very small. Therefore, for all practical purposes j 12 can be as umed to be
zero wh n the robot is in the region Rt· Thus, (5.13) will b orne

(5 .14)

At the start of the forward motion the steering angle is proportional to the the error,
Thus, the steering angle of the robot in the forward motion i proportional to

e.

c-

Cmax·

From the definition of the region Rt, the area of t he region Rt (dO ) is

proportional to the steering angle. Thus,

d() <X ( Cmax

-

c)

and
lim dfl = 0.
C-

Cmax

I
Finally, u ing th Theorem 5.4.1 and the definition of Rt it can b shown that the
robot will converge into the region Rt and in Theorem 5.4.2 it is shown that t he region
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Rt shrinks ( decreasing dB ) wi th t he increasing c value. Hence, the robot converges

t o the final parking posit ion if it starts with the parking station in the field of view
of the camera . As previously discussed in this section the robot looses its ability to
turn towards the y-a.'<is when c is set to

Cmax ·

Therefore in practice it is necessary to

set the maximum value of t he c just below t he theoretical ma.'<imum of

Cmax ·

This

will facilitate a small steering angle when the robot is start ing from a position close
to the y-axis. When dB is sufficient ly small, during the reverse motion t he robot will
find its parking position, given sufficient ly large values for 8ui and 8A.

5. 5

Experiments and Results

The proposed method was implement d using a Pioneer 3AT mobile robot. Image
processing routines and the finite state machine were implemented in the onboard
computer (Pentium III , 860MHz) . The parking system uses a Basler A102fc camera
t hat is fixed to the robot frame. The camera acquires images at approximately 19
frames per second.

5.5.1

Image processing

Images captured from the onboard camera are used to detect the parking station.
Intel OpenCV Image processing libraries are used for image processing and analysis 1 .
The acquired images are thresholded to isolate the features of the parking station
t hat appear darker than the background . Then all the small spurious image blobs
are filtered out, using a threshold value based on the area of each blob. The center
area of the remaining features (of the parking station) is calculated and used in the
parking controller as t he feature position in the image plane.
1

ht tp://www. intel.com/ technology j computing/ opencv / index. htm
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5.5.2

Tuning

The desired accuracies and parking times can be achieved t hrough the tuning of the
system parameters. The tunable system parameters are listed in Table 5. 1 along with
their selection criteria.

5 .5.3

Results

Three experiments were carried out to validate t he parking controller and an additional set of parking tasks was carried out to quantify t he repeatability of the parking
process. In the first experiment (I) the robot parks from a position closer to the
y-axis. In th second (II) and t hird (III) experiments the robot starts parking from
positions on the positive and negative sides of the x-axis, respectively. Table 5.2 lists
the values of the parameters used to obtain the results described below. Table 5.3
provides the summary of the experiments and Fig. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the results of the experiments I , II and III, respectively. The robot path in each of the
experiments was obtained using gyro corrected odometry information. In Fig 5.12 it
is clear that when the robot starts from closer toy-axis it parks by Laking only a one
forward reverse cycle. When the robot starts at positions away from the y-axis iL
only takes a few forward reverse cycl s to park , as shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14.
Additionally, Fig. 5. 15 shows the effect of the adaptation of the value of c on t h
parking process. From Fig. 5.15(b) it is apparent t hat although the robot successfully completes t he parking, it takes a higher number of cycles (thus, a longer tim )
to park. When the value of c is very low due to oscillations, the robot takes a much
longer time to park, as shown in Fig. 5.15(c).
From the heading velocity curve (V) in each plot (d) of Fig 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14,
it is apparent that reverse speed drops to a lower value when t he robot gets closer
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Table 5.1: System parameters and their selection criteria.
Param ter
Description
[k 1 (start/reverse) k2 (forward )] Gain values of the proportional controllers
for rotational velocity control. Should be
adjusted so that the robot has a fast velocity response without oscillations.
Cmin

Cmax

Minimum allowable distance to the virtual
edge from real image edge. Should be adjusted so that the robot does not bump
into t he parking station.
Maximum allowable distance to the virtual edge from real image edge and it has
to be less than the allowable maximum of
w~A·· . The value should be adjusted just
below the allowable maximum so that the
robot has enough steering angle to get on
the y-axis when it is starting from a position closer to the y-axis (also see the proof
of Theorem 5.4.2)
Defines the accuracy of the final parking
position. Lower values define a tighter
parking condition.
Forward and reverse heading velocities.
Should be adjusted to the maximum values based on the frequency of the image
acquisition and processing cycle.
The minimum value of A that defines the
outer boundary of the region of attraction.
Should be selected so that when the parking station appears at A min, the camera
should be able to capture enough information to robustly identify it.
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Table 5.2: Selected parameter values in parking system.
Parameter
Value
0.25 0.1
kp(reverse) kp(forvvard)
255 pixels
Cmin
106 mm
B/2
[432 478 695 910] pixel
[ Ar u~ u2 u3]
(140 100] mm/ ec
[ V c Vr]
[1.5 1.5] pixels
[ Ou OA]

Table 5.3: Summary of the set of experiments.
Exp. Parking Time (s) Forvvard- Reverse Cycles
1
I
10.9
3
II
37.8
3
47.3
III

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.11: The P3AT robot at (a) a typical starting position and (b)the parked
position of th robot.
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Figure 5.12: Results of the Experiment I. (a) The x-y trajectory of the robot during
parking. (b )The trajectory of t he feature positions during parking. (c) The init ial
and final images acquired during the parking routine. (d, e)The commanded and
actual heading and rotational velocities of the robot during parking.
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Figure 5. 13: Results of the Experiment II. (a) T he x-y trajectory of the robot during
parking. (b )The t rajectory of t he feature positions during parking. (c) T he init ial
and final images acquired during t he parking routine. (d, e)The commanded and
actual heading and rot ational velocit ies of the robot during parking.
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Figure 5. 14: Re ults of the Experiment III. (a) The x-y t raj tory of the robot during
parking. (b )The trajectory of the f aturc posit ions during parking. (c) T he initial
and final image acquired during t he parking routine. (d , )The ommande l and
actual heading and rotational velocitie of the robot during parking.
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Figure 5.15: Effects of the c-adapta tion on t he path of the robot. (a) Successful
parking with c-adapta tion. In this case the allowed maximum of t he c value is 478
and c varies from a Cmin of 275 to a Cmax of 470. (b) Parking wit h a higher static
value of c (c) Parking attempt with a low static value of c.
to the potential parking position. The low robot velocity around t he parking area is
necessary to decrease the probability of missing the detection of the parking condition.
This is a significant design consideration when low frame rate image processing is used.
In this implementation a discrete velocity change is selected when lEA I < 25 and

h2

is less than a predefined threshold. Another possibility is to change t he velocity
smoothly based on the value of EA as opposed to a discrete change.
y
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Figure 5.16: Final parking positions for 20 different arbitrary st arting positions.
Some readings may overlap each other.

ote:

Fig. 5. 16 shows the final parking positions for 20 different arbitrary start ing positions with bu = 6A = 1.5 pixels. The final robot position was obtained using a marker
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attached to the robot frame and by scribing the position of the robot after each parking task. The robot achieves less than 1 em accuracy in the y-direction , and 8 em
accuracy in the x-direction. It should be noted that a simple thresholding method
followed by a blob analysis is used to detect the rectangular features in the parking
station. T he lower precision in the y-direction is mainly attributed to the number
of features in the parking station. Accuracy in the y-direction can be improved by
using a parking station with more features. Although addition of more features improves the accuracy in both axis, the improvements will be much more significant in
y-direction. Further, the repeatability of the image-plane measurements under low
quality fluorescent lighting affects the accuracies in both x and y-direction .

5.6

Conclusion

This chapter described a novel hybrid controller for parking robots autonomously
against a set of features seen by a regular camera. The control law is based on image
based visual servoing. Thus the parking strategy does not require any trajectory generations or odometry robot position feedback information to achieve accurate parking
conditions. A comprehensive analysis is provided to prove the guaranteed convergence
of the hybrid controller. Experimental results are shown to validate the system performance. The field-of-view constraints are adjusted to achieve robust and faster
convergence. In comparison to other reported parking systems [28, 31] the propos d
method requires fewer number of iterations to achieve the parking condi tion. A an
example, the Lyapunov based hybrid control strategy in [28] requires a significant
number of iterations even for the simple case, similar to Experiment I, whereas the
proposed method has demonstrated the same parking proce s using only one iteration.
Similar problems can be observed in the visual servoing based techniqu presented in
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[31] . Comparatively, even in the extreme cases when the robot starts away from the
y-axis (Experim nts II and III), the proposed system has the ability to converge wit h
fewer iterations (in this case four) . In addition to t hese performanc improvem nts,
proposed method has demonstra ted the repeatability and accuracy of the method and
has proven t he robustness of the system. The proposed method has a demonstraLed
rep atability of ± 4 em and ± 0. 5 em in th x and y directions, r sp cLi vely.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis were to investigate the vision and las r range finder
based appli ations in SLAM, moving object d tection and precise visual servoing in
mobile robotics. Th se three goals w re achieved by devising novel m t hods, using t he
importa nt characteristics of the available methods. This chapL r provides an overall
conclusion of th topics and a summary of the key contribu tions of t hi the is followed
by a list of possible future resear h directions.

6.1

Discussion

The laser and vision sensors can be fu ed together to exploit the advantages of each
sensor while overcoming t he di advantage of t he other ensor. Th

multi sensor

SLAM application discussed in t his th is d monstrates that compu ter vision and
laser range scann rs can be used to accurately detect and m asure visually salient
landmarks in the environment. F\1rth r, such measurements can be r adily integrated
into the EKF based SLAM method to build maps of typical indoor environments.
From t he r suits it is evident that using a calibrated laser-vi ion ensor, a higher
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number of high quality landmarks can be detected. The major advantage of the lasercamera method is that landmarks can be detected and accurately located during each
iteration. In contrast, bearing only methods require multiple frames of sensor data
to initialize a landmark with acceptable accuracy, and to some extent stereo vision
suffers from the same problem in addition to its high computational complexity.
Additionally, the robustness of detection in the proposed sensor uni t can be furth r
improved by incorporating laser based landmark detection methods in addition to
vision based landmark detection.
General moving object detection in mobile robotics can support both safe navigation and robust mapping in the presence of moving objects in th environment.
In this thesis a general moving object detection algorithm was presented . The algorithm use some specific properties of the laser scan data corresponding to the moving
objects to successfully detect them. The proposed algorithm can be easily used to
detect multiple moving objects from a moving platform in a dynamic environment.
Additionally, in comparison to other method , the propos d algorithm has the ability
to recover the complete moving object when t he object is moving at a low relative
velocity and when t he object is moving sideways with respect to the scan direction.
Through the tuning of the parameters, the detectable minimum relative velocity can
be adjusted to suit the application. The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can be used to successfully track many different types of moving objects. In
regular SLAM implementations th environment (or the landmarks) i assumed to be
stationary. Therefor , apart from the direct use of moving object detection and tracking, th proposed method can b e used as a data preprocessing step in regular SLAM
applications to remove the dat a related to the moving objects from the sensor data.
This type of preprocessing will aid in improving t he stability of the SLAM fi lters by
preventing any possible moving landma rks from corrupting the data structures.
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Visual servoing a nonholonomic mobile robot is a challenging task when the camera field of view constraints is considered. A novel hybrid controller for parking mobil
robots is proposed in this thesis for autonomously parking the robot against a set of
features seen by a regular camera. The control law is based on imag based visual
servoing. Thus t he parking strategy does not require any trajectory generations or
odometry robot position feedback information to achieve accurate parking conditions.
A comprehensive analysis is provided to prove the guaranteed convergence of the hybrid controller. Experimental results are shown to validate the system performance.
The field-of-view constraints are adjusted to achieve robust and faster convergence.
In comparison to other reported parking systems [28 , 31] the proposed method requires fewer number of iterations to achieve the parking condition. As an example,
the Lyapunov based hybrid control strategy in [28] requires a significant number of
iterations even for the simple case, similar to Experiment I, whereas t he proposed
method has demonstrated the same parking process using only one iteration. Similar
problems can be observed in the visual servoing based technique present d in [31] .
Even when t he robot starts at extreme poses, the proposed system has the ability to
converge with fewer number of iterations. In addition to these performance improvements, this thesis has demonstrated the repeatability and accuracy of the method
and has proven t he robustness of t he system.

6.2

Conclusion

The key contributions of this thesis are:
1. Multisensor landmark localization and detection: Th landmarks are first de-

tecLed and then localized with respect to the robot frame by using a singl
camera and a laser range finder. The novelty of the proposed method arises
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from the fact that each step of the process - detection and localization - is accomplished using the most suitable sensor whereas oLh r similar methods [1]
used ensor fusion techniques to fu e similar types of ob ervations.
2. Moving object detection: Moving object detection algorithm uses pre-registered
laser data from laser range finder to extract the measur ments that correspond
to moving objects. In contrast to other similar work, the proposed method
systematically addresses all possible cases of moving object by how they appear
in laser data. Further minimum detectable relative velocity can be tun d such
that th algorithm is flexible enough to detect objects that are moving at a wid
range of velocities.
3. Robot parking using visual servoing: A convergent novel parking algorithm
was developed and implemented using a single camera fixed to robot frame.
The parking algorithm uses a hybrid controller to ov rcome nonholonomic constraints of t h robot and limited fi ld of view constraints of the camera. The key
properties of the proposed controller are: (1) the maximum use of t he available
field of view, (2) avoids the zeno behaviour, (3) global conv rg nt regardless of
the initial pose of t he robot.

6.3

P ublications R esulting from the PhD P ro gram

6.3.1

J ourn al Pap ers

1. Dilan Amarasinghe, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosin . Landmark

Detection and Localization for Mobile Robot Applications; A Multisensor Approach. ROBOTICA 200 [Submitted for review] .

13

2. Dilan Amarasinghe, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine. Vision based
hybrid control scheme for autonomous parking of a mobile robot.

Advanced

Robotics, 21(8):905 930, May 2007.

6.3.2

R e fe reed Confe rence P ap ers

1. Dynamic object identification by a moving robot using laser data. In Interna-

tional Federation of Automatic Control World Congress (!FAG WC 2008), July
2008.
2. Integrated laser-camera sensor for the detection and localization of landmarks
for robotic applications. In Int ernational Conference on Robotics and Automa-

tion(ICRA 2008) , May 2008.
3. Moving object detection in indoor environments using laser range data.

In

IEEE/ RSJ Int ernational Conference on Intelligent R obots and Systems (IROS2006),
pages 802- 807, October 2006.
4. Vision-based hybrid control strategy for autonomous docking of a mobile robot.
In IEEE Conference on Control Applications (CCA2005), pages 1600 1605,
August 2005.

6.4

Future Work

During this research the following areas were identified to have possible future research
potential:
• In multisensor mapping a nd localization the effectiveness of the sensor(s) depends on the characteristics of t he environment. For example, if the environ139

ment contains a significant number of direction invariant featur s in t he plan
view then it would be best to use th las r range scanner to id ntify the landmark , whereas in environments t hat are void of any such la ndmarks t he computer vision can be used to identify landmarks. Switching of t he sen or model
from vision based landmark detection to a laser only model can be benefi cial as
m thods for detection of point featur

in t he laser are compu tationally less de-

manding than those in vision. Such reductions in compu tational requirements
for localization and ma pping can be utilized to improve t he procc sing of navigation and pa th planning functions. In a simpler implementation the decision of
t h switching points can be based purely on the number of features. However,
further study i required to better under tand t he best switching s narios and
th ir ffects on the performance of t he SLAM.
• Som visually salient landmarks are present in the form of wide vertical strips, in
which two side edges are detected as vertical lines. Thus t hey are r cognized as
two landmarks and the SLAM algori t hm will attempt to init ialize t hem as such
in the ma p. However , since they are often physically close together , only one
of th m will b e initialized into the map. Further , wh n t he robot is away from
visual features as described above, t he line detection algori thm will often d teet
a single line d ue to the limitation in the resolution of t he camera. However as
t he robot gets closer to t he object, it will appear as two landmarks where the
data association algorit hm will require furt her classifications in order to decid
the best edge to assign to th featur t hat is already in the ma p. This typ of
difficult decision could b avoided by using b etter image processing techniques
th at would identify the vert ical t rip as a single object, both when t he robot is
closer to the obj ct and when the robot i away from t he object.
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• As highlighted in Chapter 4 moving object detection has been a widely studied
topic in computer vision . However , vision based moving object detection from
moving robots poses a challenging task due to the residual motion of the background. Nevertheless as proposed in this thesis, laser range data can be used to
effectively detect the moving objects in the environment. The initial information from the detections can be used to enhance the vision based moving object
detection through the localization of the moving areas by using a calibrated
laser sensor configuration . This localized search of visual information can be
used to robustly detect the complete objects. Laser based solutions can only
recover information about the laser scan plane.
• The image based visual servoing application proposed in t his th sis adapts its
parameters to minimize the servoing duration and the length of travel of the
robot. In t his case a simple linear adaptation scheme has been u ed in the
proposed solution to improve t he performance of the visual servoing task with
respect to t he unmodulated case. The adaptation scheme could be furth r
improved using more intelligent techniques, where the performance of the robot
could be optimized with a nonlinear relation between the parameters of the
control system and the current robot pose.
• Finally, in any robot platform the fin al realization is based on an integrated et
of algorithms based on a suitable robot architecture. Although in early robotics
a purely sense-plan-act cycle based architecture was dominant, later the reactive architecture, where the robot senses, plan, and acts in parallel became
popular. Modern robotics architectures closely follow the traits of Lhe reactive
methods whil u tilizing th important characteristics of the early decision cycle
based architectures, which are commonly known as hybrid architectures. Th
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functionality described in this th sis, along with an intelligent path planning
method , can be used to realize a completely autonomous robot implementation. As computer vision and SLAM algorit hms are usually compu tationally
demanding, the most sui table archit cture and t he method of implementation
should be selected after a careful study of the current ly availabl methods and
available resources.
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